SolteQ SolarRoof - The Roof of the Future: ... a Roof for Generations

The Energy source of the Future: Your Roof
Clean and free Energy for Electricity and Heating

www.SOLTEQ.uk + www.TheSolarroof.uk
**Our Sun**

- Distance from earth: 150 million km
- Diameter: 1.39 million km (109-times diameter of earth)
- Age: 4.5 billion years
- Surface Temperature: 5,800 Kelvin
- Mass: 1,989,000,000,000,000,000,000 million kg

The Sun burns 637 million tons of hydrogen and generates 632 million tons of helium and $385 \times 10^{12}$ billion megawatts of energy. This energy equates to 1,300 W per square metre here on earth, and is 10,000 times more than the total needed by mankind. There is more than enough energy for heating and electricity available. There is no need for us to burn other less environmentally-friendly resources and increase CO2 emission's.

**POWER STATION SUN**

**100% Energy charging over the sun**

Electricity and heat ... completely for free!

*The Most Beautiful Planet of the Galaxy*
Building integration with style: classic and rustic slate-look, combined with modern photovoltaic technology

The Exclusive Premium-Roof of the Future
Building Integrated Photovoltaics at its best.

A Roof like a Diamond

- High performance PV-module with 156x156 mm monocrystalline cells producing over 210 Wp/m²
- Easy to install on conventional laths
- Maximum and efficient use of roof area
- Up to 36% more efficiency than a conventional PV roof
- Surface with self-cleaning effect
- Safety glass
- 4 mm solar safety glass, mechanical loading up to 8500 Pa
- Anti-reflexion, prismatic glass
- 100% quality controlled product
- TPS certified
- Power tolerance +3%
- Frameless design
- 100% waterproof and storm-resistant
- UV and weatherproof
- Integrated safety system, automatic or manual safety
- Overheat protection
- Fire prevention
- Efficiency 15 years: 90% of Nominal Power
- Efficiency 25 years: 85% of Nominal Power
- Efficiency 40 years: 80% of Nominal Power
- Product warranty: 5 years, expandable up to 20 years
- Estimated Lifetime: >50 years with >>90% power
- Made in Germany

www.TheSolarroof.uk
Dear eco lovers and homeowners,

We are very pleased that you have shown an interest in the SolteQ energy roof. Our goal is to engage with like-minded environmentally friendly individuals who not only care about the planet but also appreciate technological innovation combined with aesthetics. We want to provide you with clean energy production, a clean environment and quality of life with our energy concepts and products. We would like to show you that this improved quality of life is relatively easy to achieve and what it means to live in a beautiful environment, in a beautiful house and not having to worry about ever increasing electricity and heating costs. Quality of life is to live in a beautiful and clean environment, to own a house that you can be proud of and drive a car that does not cause emissions and make you feel good about contributing to a clean environment and a clean planet.

A house is always going to need a roof; so why not an energy roof. A roof that can make energy bills a thing of the past, a roof that not only provides shelter for your home and family but also saves you money on your energy bills. A conventional passive roof costs money to buy, this expenditure is never re-couped unlike a SolteQ energy roof which can pay for itself in under 10 years depending on the size of the roof in question and the household’s energy demand.

Our vision: A roof is there to keep the house dry and look good. What if it could also generate electricity and heating energy? That would be an ideal scenario, right?

The SolteQ roof can do just that!

Roofs exist but are largely unused for any other purpose other than providing protection from the elements. EVERY house has the potential to generate energy to a greater or lesser extent. With the SolteQ concept, the roof of a typical family home will generate a surplus of energy, so it’s conceivable that most houses could meet the bulk of their energy demand from that provided by their own roof. In addition: If every suitable roof surface were used at a given location, it is already possible today to build a regional power grid by means of many smaller individual energy producers. In the medium term, all coal and nuclear power plants could be shut down and 100% clean energy delivered to the grid. A decentralized network of many small energy power plants that use the electricity generated themselves and deliver the surplus to the public grid. In this way, everyone can simultaneously use the network as a means of power storage, become an electricity supplier, be part of the future decentralized energy structure of many small and above all 100% clean “small power plants”. No environment is destroyed, no open spaces need to be cleared or forests cut down to gain land for energy production, and incidentally, the aesthetics of the house and the landscape is preserved.

We would be happy to assist you in taking another step towards a clean environment and free energy from our sun by showing you how to utilise your roof as a source of green energy and make energy bills a thing of the past.

Dipl.-Ing. B. Bayer

and the SolteQ-Energy Team wishes a future full of energy

The Energy source of the Future: Your Roof

Clean and free Energy for Electricity and Heating
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Welcome to

... always in harmony with nature.
SOLTEQ SOLAR ROOFS ARE AESTHETIC
SOLTEQ SOLAR ROOFS ARE
100% PLANET FRIENDLY
SOLTEQ SOLAR ROOFS ARE ECONOMICAL & PROFITABLE
SOLTEQ SOLAR ROOFS ARE
SIMPLY PERFECT!

The SolteQ roof
- protects
- generates electricity
- generates thermal heat
- saves money
- earns money

SOLTEQ SOLAR ROOFS are no costs. They are an INVESTMENT - they make money for you.
We do not live alone on this beautiful planet.
We should appreciate and respect the beauty of our planet.

Every day...
we burn 90 million oil barrels,
or 45 supertankers.
Day after day...
The energy of the sun

And yet every square meter has 1,400 watts of energy!

Totally free
Free for everyone
Zero pollution

... and we are still burning oil and gas?

Quiz question:
a) The roof surface is present
b) The energy is there
What do we do?
Do not use and buy oil or gas? And subsidize the oil industry?
Of course not!
Use the energy you already have on the roof anyway!
We help you!
SolteQ has set itself the goal of harnessing this energy with maximum effectiveness. Incidentally, no jobs are lost if you do not support the oil industry. On the contrary, many more jobs are being created in a new business area: clean energy production.

The fried egg example:
That's so much energy that we can roast a fried egg on our bonnets.
And that from a distance of 150 million kilometers!
Let's be honest: even with this simple example, we still cannot really imagine what gigantic amounts of energy our sun is producing.
For 4.6 billion years ...
SolteQ solar roof tiles - change the world

Unbelievable amounts of energy are also present inside our earth.

Ways to use the sun’s energy:
- Solar roof for electrical power generation for household electricity
- Solar roof to charge electric cars
- Solar roof for thermal energy generation for heating and hot water
- Air / water heat pumps powered by a solar roof
- Geothermal heat pumps powered by a solar roof

The basis of all this is the use of the energy that lies on your roof. If it is not used, it fizzles. It is available in any case. In recent years, highly interesting technologies for the use of solar energy have been developed. The solar roof that generates electricity and heating energy, the heat pump that collects and concentrates the least amounts of energy from the ambient air, the geothermal heat pump, storage solutions for electricity and heat, etc. A completely new way of generating energy has been developed, which will be used in the future. At the beginning of industrialization, oil and gas have rendered good services, without which we probably would not have gotten this far. Now it is time to move on to the next gear and switch to clean power generation.

No matter which of the options you choose, the goal is self-sufficiency, which is possible with the SolteQ solar roof. A ground source heat pump can also be operated free of charge via the solar roof.

General possibilities of solar heat recovery

Useful information
Temperatures inside the earth:
Upper crust: 0-40 km 0-900 °C
Lower Crust: 40-2,900 km 900 °C
Outer coat (liquid): 2,900-5,100 km
Upper coat: 900-1,400 °C
Lower coat: 1,400-2,500 °C
Outer core: 2,500-3,000 °C
Inner core (fixed): 5,100-6,370 km 3,000-6,000 °C
Per 100m, the temperature rises to 3 °C, so that you meet in already 3km on boiling water.
0,0 Emissions, 100% clean and pollution free
Clean photovoltaic and wind energy!

Photovoltaics or solar cells produce electricity from light, without the need for fuels or any additives, for many years without wear and without maintenance. Whilst wind turbines generate clean energy in the form of electricity by utilising the power from the wind. Therefore it is already possible today to generate electricity in an environmentally friendly way. With the SolteQ Energy Roof you can generate both electricity and heating energy in a way that is totally environmentally friendly, without the need to burn any fossil fuels. The production of the components to enable these technologies to operate successfully can also be made in an environmentally friendly way. It is no longer necessary to burn oil, gas or pellets in order to produce energy, let us show you how.
Technology, energy and clean environment?
It works and its available now from SolteQ.
 Its also affordable.

Here at SolteQ we appreciate the need to protect our beautiful planet. We recognise that clearing large areas of natural forest in the name of progress and to create energy, energy that can be sourced by other environmentally friendly means is unacceptable. We recognise the need for us all to protect our natural environment and its wildlife, rather than destroying and eradicating anything that cannot protect itself against man’s intervention.

A species that believes itself to be the most intelligent life-form should actually protect its environment and wildlife, rather than destroying and eradicating anything that can not protect itself against man’s modern weapons. Oil, which has created our nature over a period of 50 or 300 million years, is simply burned in a short time. Oil is in some form in almost all products of daily life. Valuable raw materials from which plastics, pharmaceutical products, as well as medicines and cosmetics and much more, could be produced. Even in the sofa, CD, TV; cars are next to metals, mainly plastic, so petroleum. 80% of the world’s oil is simply burned.

Fossil fuels are no longer up-to-date!
We no longer need to rely of fossil fuels for energy, it is already possible to meet the total energy needs of humanity from clean energy sources. Let SolteQ show you how.

The SolteQ-Vision

Our sun provides more than 11,000 times more energy than all humanity needs. Much of it falls on our rooftops. Roofs are readily available, every house has a roof. The sun shines on it and that energy can be harvested and used to generate electricity and to provide heat energy for household heating and domestic hot water heating. It makes sense to use this energy instead of spending money on the purchase of electricity, oil, gas or pel-lets! Clearly not all roofs are suitable due mainly to shading factors, but if all suitable roofs worldwide were SolteQ Energy Roofs and designed to generate energy with a little surplus, the world’s entire demand for energy could be met. So it is quite feasible for the world to rid itself of all nuclear and fossil fuel based power plants and there negative environmental impact and legacy.

Our engineers at the SolteQ Group are committed to developing technologies that produce energy and drinking water, purely from the clean energy source’s, without fuels and pollutants. The roof surfaces already exist.

A roof that’s more durable and stable than a normal roof:
My solar roof, my SolteQ Solar Roof
King of the roofs and full of energy
The SolteQ Energy Roof

A roof like a lion
Consider the following benefits of a SolteQ Energy Roof:

- Improved standard of living
- High product quality
- Contribution to a cleaner environment
- A Long term asset durable asset,
- Autarky
- German Quality
- Good investment
- Safe and good return on investment.
- Additional income during the retirement years.
- Independence from energy price rises.
- Active participation in the reduction of CO2 levels.

You not only save, you even earn money with it!

The SolteQ energy roof is the cheapest roofing in the world:

a) it does not cost you anything, because it pays for itself.
b) It offers a great return on investment with excellent financial benefits during the later retirement years.

.. A conventional roof costs money which is never recouped, the SolteQ roof costs money but then continues to generate savings for the life of the roof.
With every square meter of SolteQ-Solar-Tile you exchange for your traditional roof tiles, you contribute to a better, cleaner and liveable environment for our children.

100% clean energy production - SolteQ.
Just imagine, the roof of your house would ...

... be weatherproof against rain and storm

... have a lifetime of 100 years or more

... earn money for you

... supply enough power to cover your entire electricity needs

... provide enough heat to cover your entire heating needs for heating and hot water

... insulate the house from above against cold and heat

... provide a surplus of electricity, which effectively generates revenue, that continues for the life of the roof and into the pensionable years.

... ultimately costs less than a normal roof.

... pay itself off and continue to earn money afterwards

... ensure that electricity, oil or gas costs are never incurred again

... give your house added value

... give your house a great overall look
The SolteQ energy roof quite simply offers you an improved quality of life.
**Photovoltaic and wind energy are the two energy sources of the future.**

- **Unlimited Energy**
- **Environmentally friendly production**
- **Sustainability**
- **Long lifetime**
- **Environmentally friendly and 100% emission-free operation**
- **Construction of decentralized and clean „mini-power plants“**
- **A clean planet, without pollution**
- **and it must be fun ... that’s the SolteQ vision.**

**Photovoltaic is one of the two energy sources of the future.**

Solar cells are a terrific technology. A solar cell lies in the sun and produces electricity. Just because. Without water and bread, without gas, without oil. No fuels, no additional „something“. No emissions, zero emissions, zero CO2. Hard to believe. The technology has no wear and is absolutely maintenance-free. And that 50 or 100 years and probably more. Because silicon does not rot. With a good manufacturing quality, this also applies to the other components, such. Copper, tin and the high quality glass from which all SolteQ energy roof tiles are made. These plates of high-purity silicon lie only in the sun and let the current flow, which we can use just like that.

**Silicon**

... is the second most abundant element in the earth’s crust, right after oxygen. It occurs in sand, quartz, stone, rocks, gravel, even in seawater silicon occurs in gigantic quantities. The extraction of silicon would not harm the environment and our planet in any way, as long as the production of environmentally friendly processes is also considered. And this is also possible, and the energy required for it can also be made from solar and wind energy. We just have to „want“.
**Useful information:**
The solar constant is 1367 watts per square meter. And, of course, in spite of her name is never completely constant. That would only be the case if the earth always had the same distance to the sun, that is, with an exactly circular path. Although the Earth’s orbit is almost circular, it does fluctuate a bit. Their distance varies between 147 and 152 million kilometers and this leads to fluctuations in the solar constant between 1325 and 1420 watts per square meter (in the long term, however, the shape of the earth’s orbit changes - sometimes it deviates more from the circular path, sometimes less). The 1367 W / m² are an officially established average.

The sun radiates its energy equally strong in all directions. If we measure 1367 watts per square meter on earth, then this also applies to every other square meter that is located on a gigantic sphere with the radius of the earth’s orbit. All we have to do is multiply the area of this sphere by the solar constant. The sphere has a radius of 150 million kilometers or 150 billion meters. And in every square kilometer we measure 1367 watts / m². Overall, this results in a value of gigantic 386 quadrillion watts for the luminosity of the sun. Every second.

A power station without equals.

**Silicon**
We firmly believe in generating energy without emissions and pollutants, and even completely for free. Each house has to cover its own energy needs 100% and also produce surplus, which is fed into the public grid. So many small and clean „power plants“ can be created, which not only meet their own energy needs, but also supply the industry with electricity.

How to do that?
Quite simply: The energy is already on your roof!

**From the perspective of a roof:**
1367 watts or 1.367 kW per square meter are the basis of calculation. An average per year. If we look at a roof with an area of 100 m², 13.67kWh of energy per day fall on every m² with 10 hours of sunshine.

In total, this roof has a total energy of 1,367 kWh per day, of course in the annual average.

Composition of solar radiation
The composition of solar radiation is given in the following overview. It is the physical nature of electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths.
- long-wave radiation 6%
- infrared radiation 38%
- visible light 48%
- ultraviolet radiation 7%
- Shortwave radiation 1%

Considering the usable fraction of the sunlight spectrum and the efficiency of a solar cell, a SolteQ solar roof generates from the solar constant an output of 212 Wp / m² or 93 kWh per day.

With an assumed power consumption of 5,000 kWh per year, the daily demand is 13.7 kWh. So we generate surplus, which would not be bad.

**Energy balance of a detached house with 4 persons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total roof area</th>
<th>160 m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>roof performance</td>
<td>34 kWh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirement</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>household electricity</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heater</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.000</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With addition:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Car</td>
<td>8.000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>63 93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this example, we see that a normal roof with two roof halves, e.g. East / West orientation, able to fully cover its entire energy needs for electricity and heating, even with charge of an electric car. The surplus can be used for the sauna or simply fed in.

We are happy to make an energy design tailored to your personal needs. No project is with us, like the other. We calculate each object individually.

**ATTENTION: SOLTEQ PROMOTION**
Especially for this we offer a very detailed energy design consultation. This is subsidized by us, so that we can offer you a perfect energy design for your house for only a small fee, which you get completely reimbursed in case of order.

Instead of 3.000, - Euro, you get the energy design calculation for only 300, - Euro! Even these you get back completely in the case of an order.

Thus, this costs nothing for you.

Ask us - we are happy to help!
Photovoltaic technology - with style!

Energy production without emissions, without pollution and without the need for oil or gas.

Utilise your roof as a clean source of energy. There is more energy on your roof than you think.

SolteQ makes this energy usable. Please don’t hesitate to contact us.

TECHNOLOGY. ENERGY AND NATURE IN HARMONY. IT WORKS!

SolteQ.
SunteQ Solar Tile

Roof + Photovoltaics + Ästhetics = SolteQ.

The revolution under construction: The SolteQ solar roof

Sun is life,
Sun is energy,
Sun is SolteQ.

Patents pending

SolteQ
A clean environment means improved quality of life.
The 5 star roof

The house roof of the future:

Electricity + heat from your own roof

One roof - 5 functions:

1. Great look for the house
2. Weatherproof covering
3. Electricity
4. Heating
5. Heat and cold insulation ... all from the roof!

Cover your energy needs completely from your roof!

There is more than enough energy on your roof to meet your entire energy needs for electricity and heating. This energy is free, why waste it. Make oil or gas costs a thing of the past!
1. A Great Look

The best roof in the world is the one that suits your individual taste. With a number of styles and colours, SolteQ offers an unrivaled range of options. With its clean looking, prismatic anti-reflection finish, the SolteQ Energy Roof gives your home a unique overall look that you can be proud of now and for years to come.

2. Weatherproof roof covering - 100% rainproof!

The safest way to make a roof weatherproof and rainproof is to overlap the roof tiles. Roof tiles have been laid this way, overlapping from top to bottom, for centuries. Water flows from top to bottom, from one tile to the next. This is also the basis on which SolteQ roof tiles are designed. 100% safe, 100% watertight.
3. Electricity

You see a nice house with a beautiful looking roof. But what you probably don’t see is that in addition to its great looks it is also a real powerhouse, thanks to the highly efficient solar cells that have been integrated into the roof tiles. The SolteQ Energy Roof, the roof that generates electricity without the need for unsightly solar panels.

4. Heating

The SolteQ energy roof not only generates electricity, but also heating energy. That’s why it’s an “energy roof”. The entire roof area is used as a large thermal collector with the heat energy being extracted from under the tiles and utilised for household heating, domestic hot water heating or both. This process has the added benefit of improving the cooling of the solar cells contained within the tiles, which increases their efficiency. Thus, the cooling effect also results in an increase in electricity generation.

100% self-sufficient heating – no more gas or oil costs!

5. Heat and cold insulation

SolteQ energy roof and façade systems keep the house dry and insulate it from the prevailing external temperatures.
The energy of the future lies on your roof!

*Use the energy that lies on your rooftop for free. SolteQ energy roofs make it possible.*

**The SolteQ vision:**

An Energy Roof for every house.
Every home becoming self-sufficient in energy.

1. Perfect weather protection.
2. Affordable for everyone.
3. Meets all of your energy needs.
4. A great look for your house
5. Adds value to the house
6. A roof that pays for itself in the short term then continues to save money in the longer term.
7. Makes energy bills a thing of the past.
8. A very good old-age provision.
10. Has a significant impact on a cleaner environment
11. Very long life with at least 50 years and more

The roof of the future generating clean energy - that’s the SolteQ energy roof.
The roof that generates both electricity and solar thermal energy for heating and hot water.
Invest your money in your own roof. There is no better return on your investment in these days of ever increasing energy prices.

**The safest investment ever, because**

the more that energy bills increase year on year the greater the increase in your savings. A roof that not only pays for itself but saves you money

... and everybody is happy, what more could you ask for?
Premium Energy Roof with Quad40-Roof-Tiles
Architecturally and Aesthetically Pure!

The SolteQ Energy Roof combines style with technology to produce energy.
Why compromise the look of your house by fitting solar panels to your roof when you can have a stylish looking roof that’s full of energy and looks fantastic.

Why is this the Roof of the Future?
► Stylish and functional - Aesthetically pleasing with the power of a hidden photovoltaic system
► Simple Construction - Can be built in the same timescales as a conventional roof
► 100% waterproof and storm proof
► Provides ecological and aesthetic added value to the house
► Can be used for east/west-roof orientations
► Suitable for new build and renovation projects
► Includes safety system SolteQ-BFA
► Energy storage options
► Utilisation of the thermal energy from the roof for heating and hot water
► The potential to make energy bills a thing of the past
► Long lifespan, low maintenance
► Cost effective solution for the provision of energy

This is the SolteQ-Quad-Energy-Roof!
SolteQ-Quad-Energy-Roof - The Power Package
Use PV-roof-tiles directly on to your building to keep your home warm and dry, produce energy, and look stylish and attractive. Each SolteQ-Quad 40 Premium Black PV-Tile has a power output of approximately 43.25 Wp, this equates to 173 Wp per m² which turns your roof into a huge power package. The efficiency of one m² is over 212 Wp per m².

Let Your Roof Pay for Itself!
The new SolteQ-Quad-PV Roof-Tiles consist of anti-reflective, prismatic, toughened safety glass with integrated high efficiency monocrystalline cells. They are stylish and produce a huge amount of energy (173 Wp/m²) which turn your home into a modern, energy producing house. Because the tiles reduce/eliminate your electricity bills, the roof essentially pays for itself and you will end up with a roof for free. The tiles can be laid in a diamond pattern or the more conventional horizontal pattern, either of which works in harmony with your house, making it both attractive and full of energy. Black, sleek looking roof tiles comprising of high quality glass with integrated high efficiency solar cells. Perfect for new builds and roof renovations. Free energy from our Sun! – why not use it!

SolteQ... always in harmony with your home
SolteQ PV roof tiles for direct roofing - the advantages

The lotus flower effect = lifelong as new!
Due to the high-quality non-stick surface and frameless design, moss and lichens have no opportunity to form. Thanks to the integrated switch-off option, it is possible to make the roof look as good as new thanks to regular care and cleaning - even after many years. Always clean, always beautiful, always high yields.

Weather protection & rainproof
Optimal weather protection through high quality materials
1. 100% waterproof
2. high resistance against storm and hail
3. 100% frost resistance
4. Very long life

Thermal insulation
The (low) natural heat of the energy roof provides very good thermal protection against the elements.

Soundproofing
The roof tiles also form a sound barrier with an attenuation of about 38–42dB

Cost savings
Only one roof skin, simple roof construction with well-tried wooden battens, which result in easy and quick installation. Photovoltaic roof tiles used as direct roofing material, Building-integrated photovoltaics that look great for almost at the same price as a conventional roof.

Resistant to moss and lichen
Resistant to moss and lichen. With the passage of time moss gets into the fabric of clay tiles which results in cracking. Glass has the advantage of having no open pores. Thus, SolteQ roof shingles and tiles are resistant to mosses and still look like new year’s later.

Frost-proof
High quality glass is not hygroscopic, the glass does not absorb moisture or even water. So our roofs are impervious to cracking as a result of frost damage.

Optimizer feature incorporated in every tile
Each roof tile is equipped with its own optimizer function, to ensure that the effect of any shading on the system is minimised. Each tile has its own bypass diode, which simply bridges the failed tile in the event of a defect or shading, thus avoiding a voltage drop in the entire string. Shadows? No problem for SolteQ!

High area performance with up to 212 Wp / m²
Our tiles can produce very high outputs per square metre of roof area, comparable to a standard rectangular module (1.0 x 1.6 m) with a power of 320Wp. The advantage with our tiles is that they can be installed on a greater surface area of a roof and therefore can produce more power than a panel system.

Snow freeze and defrost function
Due to the frameless construction and the non-stick surface of the tiles, roofs with a pitch of 25 ° or greater will be very resistant to snow settling on the roof. Should our tiles be used on roofs with pitches of less than 25 ° then they will still benefit from the non-stick surface of our tiles but to a lesser extent. e.g. If there are small amounts of snow on the lower part of the roof, the snow will have a tendency slip off once the sun shines. In addition as soon as light falls on any snow free roof tiles, they start to work and electricity flows through the whole system generating heat causing the snow to melt and slip from the roof.

Full roof surface utilisation = maximum energy yield.
Up to 36% higher yield than conventional PV systems
The SolteQ roof tiles covers the total roof area unlike conventional solar panels. Because the en-tire roof surface is used much higher performance is achieved than is possible with conventional on roof systems. In addition the performance of our roofs is improved by the overlapping of our tiles which results in an increase in cell density per m² thereby maximising the yield from the roof.

Great value for money
The system costs are comparable to that of a slate roof with the addition of an on-roof PV system. But with the SolteQ roof you not only get a high-tech energy roof, that saves you money on your energy bills but it also enhances the look of your property and adds value to your biggest asset, your home.

... top products, fair prices - SolteQ.

NEW!

... always in harmony with the house and nature. SolteQ.
**The Exclusive Premium Roof of the future**
The SolteQ-energy roof is the perfect solution for future energy and building integration of photovoltaics. Roof-mounted PV systems as a secondary roof layer look ugly, and even in-roof PV systems tend to be unattractive. The SolteQ-energy roof however is a completely new roof concept, offering a great look while offering maximum energy.

**Easy installation**
The Quad 40 PV-tiles hang directly onto the wooden laths and do not need any further under-construction. On the back of the tiles are two aluminium hooks. Hang it, fix it in place - ready!

**Maximum roof area utilisation**
Fantastic look and maximum roof utilisation!

The new SolteQ-Quad 40 PV-Roof-Tile can be laid in a diamond (fish scale) or a horizontal pattern, either of which result in an attractive modern looking roof that’s full of energy. Your new roof is a high-class photovoltaic system, that keeps your home dry and earns money at the same time. With the overlapping layout, the PV cells per m² are maximised thereby ensuring maximum power generation for a given roof area.

**Optimal cooling**
PV-modules become warm in normal operation. Conventional tiles in the sun certainly become warm too. The “fish scale” design of the SolteQ-Quad-PV-Tiles makes your home not only look stylish, the design also has single-module-couling by natural convection. Cool air flows underneath the tiles at the lower border of the roof, cools the tiles and comes out at the lower corners of each one and at the roof ridge. This cooling works much better than on-roof-PV-systems and other roof integrated PV-systems which come without cooling.

Perfect single-module-couling and more efficiency!
**Storm and weatherproof**

**Storm clip on each tile!**

Rain protection is guaranteed even in driving rain and stronger storms. The hooks on the back of each tile also act as storm clips that hold the tiles firmly under control. Further measures, such as additional storm clips are not necessary.

**Hailproof**

The SolteQ PV roof tile is resistant to larger hailstones and even meet the increased Swiss requirements for hail protection class 3.

**Waterproof and special seal**

The SolteQ energy roof with PV roof tiles is 100% waterproof, weatherproof and stable. The PV tiles provide rain protection and mechanical protection.

**100% rainproof**

Each quad tile has a patented special seal on the side with multiple sealing lips, which reliably prevents the ingress of water at these points. However, the actual function zone is located on the back of the seal, protected against weather and UV radiation. There are two drainage channels, which safely conducts even the least penetrating water to the next shingle, thus ensuring 100% rainproofness. The material of the special seal is the high-quality and UV-resistant EPDM with a minimum lifespan of more than 70 years. The only area that is open to the elements is the small rear ventilation opening at the lower round edge of the tile. Only in extreme stormy conditions is there a small possibility that water is pushed up through the vent. This also happens with a normal tile roof, and is even good for the roof, because some moisture is good for the battens. These small amounts are absorbed by the underlay.

So the roof is 100% rainproof and 95% waterproof. Overall, the SolteQ quad energy roof is as waterproof as a traditional clay tile roof.

**100% waterproof**

Where 100% water resistance is desired, it can be achieved very easily and conveniently by means of a vapor-permeable, water-resistant underlay. This ensures 100% rain protection and 100% waterproofness.

_The SolteQ energy roof is both more stable and stronger than a normal roof, capable of withstanding loads of up to 850kg per m²._

One of the fundamental design elements that enables the roof to be stable and able to withstand such loads is the rubber seal fitted to the back of the tile, that not only seal’s the roof against water ingress but provides stability to the whole roof skin as well as acting as an expansion joint. This patented seal is designed to act as a mechanical spring that constantly adjusts to the horizontal and vertical movements of the tiles, improving their stability in all prevailing weather conditions for the life of the roof.

**Highest wind suction safety performance**

Current standards prescribe a wind load or tensile force of 15kg per tile. The SolteQ roof tile is tested and certified with 50kg suction load per tile. The SolteQ solar roof is resistant up to 1 to per m². Comparable to a category 4 hurricane.

**New:**

- **Optimiser function Incorporated in every tile**
- **storm hooks included with all Beaver, Infinity and Inter-locking tiles.**

A roof as strong and majestic as a lion

_The SolteQ energy roof is more stable than a normal roofing!_
Guarantees

Up to 20 years
Product warranty guarantee
SolteQ gives a 5-year warranty on the product, which can be extended by up to 20 years for an additional cost.

40 years
Performance Warranty
SolteQ warrants the performance of the tiles on the basis that their output in 40 year's time will still be 80% of their output today.

80 years lifespan and more
Here at SolteQ we use only carefully selected, top quality materials in the production of our roof tiles. We use high-quality glass, silicon, and premium PV cells which ensure we have a product that can withstand the test of time, does not deteriorate and is resistant to harsh environment's extreme temperature changes for the lifetime of the product. The SolteQ Energy Roof is best roof money can buy.

30 years
Spare Parts Guarantee
SolteQ guarantees to support your roof purchase by ensuring that replacement parts will be available for at least 30 years from the date of purchase.

20 years warranty on the sealing rubbers
Some product variants have sealing rubbers for waterproofing and to absorb mechanical movements and shock loadings. SolteQ provides a 20-year warranty on the sealing function of rubber seals.

50 years
Rain Security Guarantee
We guarantee that our roofs will be rainproof for 50 years, provided that no mechanical damage has taken place. In reality the rain protection and durability of our roofs will be well in excess of 50 years. The glass we use is very high quality, low in iron oxide, low in oxygen, does not absorb moisture and is therefore frost-proof. The glass is also toughened to ensure that our roofs are both strong and robust for the lifetime of the product.
Glass - the material of the future!

Glass is a sustainable and ecological material. Today’s glass can withstand incredible loads. The once brittle and fragile material becomes extremely stable and flexible with new formulations. And that makes it a material of the future, also for the roof. Glass even replaces steel and concrete today.

„Take 60 pieces of quartz sand, 180 pieces of seaweed ash and five pieces of chalk, put everything in the fire, and make glass.”
This is reported by the oldest surviving instructions for making glass, imprinted on about 2600 years old clay tablets from the time of the Assyrian ruler Assurbanipal from Nineveh. To date, the ingredients form the principle of the basic recipe for glass production.

Glass is also used more and more in architecture, in some cases it even takes over supporting functions.
Glass is a cycle product. It is remelted after use and 100% reused.
High quality glass has many advantages:

• Very stable, more stable than a clay tile
• Very hard and still flexible, not brittle
• Frostproof
• UV resistant
• Resistant to lightning
• Resistant to hail
• Weatherproof
• Temperature resistant
• Self-cleaning
• No aging
• 100% translucent
• Durable, 100 years of life and much more
• Waterproof
• Easy to clean when dirty

... and always looks good.

All this makes glass the perfect material for our roof.

SolteQ solar tiles are 100% recyclable
All components (glass, copper, silicon, tin, plastic) are completely recyclable. Even the production of a SolteQ roof shingle is done with 100% clean energy.
High quality white glass
100% recyclable

High purity silicon
Silicon has existed for millennia in the earth’s crust, in the rock and in the sand. During use as a “photovoltaic cell”, the silicon is not consumed. It comes only to a so-called “Degradation”, a reduction in electricity production. After a period of 50, 80 or more years, fresh silicon can be produced from the silicide with a renewed doping with relatively little expenditure of energy. 100% recyclable

Copper & tin
are the components of cell connectors. 100% recyclable

High quality plastics
Rotting resistant plastics, back side 100% recyclable

WUSSTEN SIE DASS, ... für das Recycling von Kupferwerkstoffen nur 15% der Energie aufgewendet werden muss, die für die Gewinnung aus dem Bergbau erforderlich ist? Kupfer lässt sich zu 100% beliebig oft recyclen.
Diamond surface Tempered glass with prismatic surface

Harder and more stable than normal clay pans
- Suitable for new buildings and the renovation of old buildings.
- Safety glass with ESG properties.
- Maximum energy output from monocrystalline cells
- Lighter roof frame, thereby reducing costs already in the substructure
- Available in different colors
- A choice of tile to suit every building.

Maximum personal protection:
- Already integrated: the proven SolteQ BFA safety shutdown
- Preventive fire protection, expandable with numerous sensors and accessories
- Maximum protection against high voltages
- 100% waterproof

Low Iron Oxide Glass with Unique Design
By using glass with a very low amount of iron oxide, the absorption of the radiation energy in the glass is close to zero. The prismatic surface provides a special aesthetic aspect.

Anti-Glare and Satin-Like Surface
The satin-like surface of the Quad-PV-Tile makes sure that the roof prevents reflection and gives it a smooth look.

Light-Trap-Effect
The structures have a “trap-effect” for incoming light beams. Once the light hits the glass, it remains there. The light will drop directly onto the cells. This is why the SolteQ-PV-Tiles also work in twilight, much better than conventional photovoltaic modules.

Raising Efficiency
Because of the light-trap-effect, the SolteQ-PV-Tiles have between 2% and 10% more efficiency compared to standard PV-tiles (depending on light angle and cell type, under standard test conditions IEC 61215).

Remains dirt and debris free
Because of the rounded structures of the surface, dust and pollution will be washed away by rainwater. The frameless design makes sure that the roof gets cleaned in the long term.

East / West-Roofs
The sophisticated use of light in the prismatic glass makes it possible to raise the power and efficiency by up to 3.5% in normal light, and by up to 20% more in twilight times and with slanting incoming light. The effect will be amplified in unfavourable lighting conditions, for example in morning or evening hours, or on a roof facing an east or west direction. This makes it possible to use east and west roofs with effective and maximum power generation. The long term availability and safety is confirmed by the international standards IEC61215 and IEC61730.
Triple cooling

1. Cooling by convection

The perfect ventilation of each individual roof shingle ensures that on the one hand the house is not warmed up and on the other hand the efficiency of the cells is increased, in contrast to conventional photovoltaic systems, and thus the yield increases. Cooling by natural convection makes for a good cooling of the shingles and reduces the heating of the house.

2. Cooling by prismatic surface

Neben der Hinterlüftungsfunktion durch Konvektion bietet die prismatische Glasoberfläche einen zusätzlichen Kühleffekt. Durch die prismatische Struktur wird die Oberfläche vergrößert und bietet für den kühlen Windstrom mehr Möglichkeit, das Glas zu kühlen. Somit werden auch die integrierten Zellen gekühlt und arbeiten mit einem gesteigerten Wirkungsgrad. So ist es möglich, dass auch an heissen Sommertagen 5-10% mehr Ertrag erzeugt werden kann, im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Photovoltaik-Anlagen.

3. Active ventilation through active ventilation (option)

If a standard ventilation by natural convection can be supported if necessary by an active ventilation of the sub-roof. An integrated, electric fan in the ridge suction pipe actively heats the heated air, thus venting the roof. The fan is thereby removed from, e.g. 2-3 solar tiles directly operated. Thus, the system works completely self-sufficient or energy-neutral and fully automatic.
1. Cooling of the roof and thus avoiding the warming of the attic rooms
2. Increase in cell efficiency
**Snow defrost function**

**Defrost function on snow (option)**

By means of an electric heater, heated air is blown into the roof via the ridge pipe. This leads i.d.R. The snow melts and the roof becomes free of snow so that the integrated cells can produce electricity again. A power storage is recommended, so that the Abtaufunktion can be operated with previously self-produced electricity. Thus, this function is absolutely energy-neutral.

**Aktive Hinterlüftung durch aktive Ventilation kühlt das Haus ! (Option)**

Durch die aktive Absaugung der, durch die Sonnenenergie erwärm- 
te Luft im Zwischenraum des Daches, bleibt das Dachgeschoss immer angenehm kühl. I.d.R. kann so auf eine Klimaanlage verzichtet werden und so Energie gespart werden. Dabei saugt ein Ventilator über ein Firstrohr die Luft in Kombination mit der besonderen Hinterlüftungsfunktion der SolteQ-Solarziegel an und fördert sie einfach nach aussen.

... always free view to the top !
The SolteQ roof

- protects
- generates electricity
- generates thermal heat
- saves money
- earns money

Never again fuel costs?
60% of all trips a day are under 40 km

For this reason alone is an electric car worth every family.

The SolteQ solar roof is the perfect "charger" for your car for free charging!

Your own gas station.

... refuel for

Never again fuel costs ... with SolteQ.
Think about electric mobility now

... in 5 or 10 years we will drive all electric cars.

More and more automakers are launching new e-car models. The thought of never having fuel costs again is more than tempting for any of us.

An electric car with a stronger drive motor, e.g. Tesla Model X, has a consumption of about 270W per kilometer driven. A Renault requires about 200W per km. You can count on it well.

Can you imagine driving for 0,- Euro a year?

Never again fuel costs?

For this we need three things:

1. The most efficient solar roof for power production
2. A power storage
3. An electric car

Calculation example:
The solar roof system must be dimensioned so that
a) the budgetary needs are met
b) electricity storage is loaded for the evening use of the generated electricity
c) the car is being charged
in such a way that as little power as possible has to be purchased from the grid, even in winter, when the solar system produces less electricity. So it is quite possible to achieve a degree of autonomy of > 90%.

The statistic says: 60% of all trips are under 40km per day.

To charge an e-car with 270W / km energy demand and 40km driven km per day
270W x 40km = 10.8 kW electricity needed.

The charge can be made:
a) 10.8 hours with 1 kW, or 1kWh, or
b) 2 hours with 5.4 kW, or 5.4 kWh

Your solar roof has e.g. an installed capacity of 20kWp, thus a daily output of:
Plant-day total power:
at Pmax (best summer time): 99.93 kWh / day
at Pmin (lowest yield in December): 23.70 kWh / day

Result: Even in the bad periods of the year, the roof is able to charge the e-car with about 1/4 of its capacity in 2 hours.

Charging at home + charging at work

The future has already begun. Each company will soon offer its employees a parking space with free charging.
SolteQ fördert die Energiewende

Planen Sie von Anfang an das Thema „Energie“ mit ein. Gern begleiten wir Sie vor und auch während der Bauphase im Neubau oder Sanierung

Planungsphase:
- Planung Stromgewinnung
- Planung Stromspeicherung
- Planung Schaltbare Steckdosen über Smart Home Control
- Planung Leitungswege
- Beratung Effektive Nutzungsmöglichkeiten

Während dem Bauprozess
- Unterstützung der Bauarbeiten entsprechend Planung

Nach Abschluss des Projektes
- Beratung Effektive Nutzungsmöglichkeiten
- Weitere Möglichkeiten zur effizienten Energiegewinnung und Nutzung
Beispiel:

Neues Dach bzw. Dachsanierung
Finanzierungssumme: 35.000,- Euro

mntl. Finanzierungs-Raten: -146,- Euro
mntl. Stromkosten: -250,- Euro
mntl. Heizkosten: -165,- Euro

Summe mntl. Kosten: -561,- Euro

Mit SolteQ-Solardach:
Finanzierungssumme: 60.000,- Euro
mntl. Finanzierungs-Raten: -250,- Euro
mntl. Stromkosten: -50,- Euro
mntl. Heizkosten: 0,- Euro
mntl. Erträge aus Einspeisung: 122,- Euro

Summe mntl. Kosten: -178,- Euro

Gespart *): 200,- Euro
Bilanz pro Monat: +22,- Euro

*) kann als Sondertilgung eingebracht werden. Finanzieren Sie Ihr Solardach mit den gesparten Kosten für fossile Energien!

Vorteil nach oder ohne Finanzierung: 394,- pro Monat PLUS!
**Energy generation of a SolteQ Energy Roof during the day**

The excellent low-light behavior enables power production even in twilight hours. While conventional PV systems are still “sleeping”, the SolteQ power roof is already generating electricity. Potentially 2 hours more yield in the morning and 2 hours in the evening, the total increase in yield over the day/year can amount to 20% more power production.

**East / West roofs are ideal and very effective!**

In the morning the sun shines with full vigor on the east surface, and from noon onwards moves progressively onto the west surface but for a large part of the day both surfaces are affected by the sunlight, so twice the yield. The main advantage with this configuration is that there is no longer a peak at noon, instead the power production is distributed throughout the day. Thus the system continues to be effective for longer, from sunrise to sunset.

Although East / West occupancy does mean almost a doubling of the investment cost’s, the return is twice as high and once the system payback period has been reached then this increased return really starts to pay dividends.

---

20% extra yield per year due to the excellent low light usage (SLV) a SolteQ energy roof!
Comparison: Energy balance south vs. south East / west roof orientation

**Morning**
- **Only south roof**
  - South: 20%

- **East + West roof**
  - East: 60%
  - West: 100%

**Noon**
- **Only south roof**
  - South: 100%

- **East + West roof**
  - East: 100%
  - West: 100%

**Evening**
- **Only south roof**
  - South: 20%

- **East + West roof**
  - East: 60%
  - West: 100%
That’s how I imagined the roof of my dream house would be!
A roof - hard as steel.
Defies all weathers and is stormier than a normal roof.

Picture: Quad40 premium anthracite on historic building, with partial occupancy with active and passive elements
The SolteQ Energy Roof

**Photovoltaic and solar thermal in one**

1. **Electricity**
2. **Heating energy for heating & hot water**

In addition, use the thermal energy of the roof surface!

... the entire energy requirement for electricity, heating and hot water is covered by the roof!

1. **Electricity**
   - Electricity is generated by the photovoltaic function of the roof tiles

2. **Heating + hot water**
   - The roof surface is also used as a thermal collector surface, which provides heating energy for household heating & domestic hot water.

The tiled roof area is like a large solar thermal collector which can deliver an immense amount of heat energy even in the coldest winter.

The roof surface is warm, both in summer and in winter particularly if the roof tiles are black in colour. Even in the winter months, daylight is enough to warm the roof surface sufficiently enough to have a temperature higher than the ambient air temperature. The SolteQ Energy Roof takes full advantage of this heat energy by harvesting it and using it for household heating and domestic hot water. The SolteQ Energy Roof uses the roof surface as a photovoltaic system and at the same time as a solar thermal system resulting in Electricity and heating energy, all from the roof.

We will show you how you can meet all your heating needs from your roof.

Self-sufficient, without oil, without gas, without electricity, all from the roof.

The SolteQ energy roof uses the roof surface as a photovoltaic system and at the same time as a solar thermal system resulting in Electricity and heating energy, all from the roof.

---

**One roof - 5 functions:**

1. Great look for the house
2. Weatherproof roofing material
3. Electricity
4. Heating
5. Insulation from the prevailing weather conditions

... the entire energy requirement for electricity, heating and hot water can be met by the roof!
A roof as diligent and tireless as the bees ...

- Great overall appearance of the building
- Highest energy yield from the roof area
- Protects the building more securely than any clay tile roofing
- Works 10, 20, 50 and more years without grumbling and growling
- Absolutely wear and maintenance-free, except every year a cleaning with the water hose ... as in the car ...

High quality silicon, high quality glass will not rot and yellow in 100 years.
Selected materials and high production quality - SolteQ.
The SolteQ Energy Roof is suitable for roofs that are considered unsuitable for conventional photovoltaics, because we produce a PV tile suitable for even the most complex of roofs, roofs with the smallest of roof surfaces and numerous penetrations. Even filigree roofs can be used up to 100%.

Dormer roofs are not lost surfaces. With the small-format SolteQ roof tiles, these surfaces can also be used very well. Even old European roof surfaces with coloured facades can be utilized.

Even filigree roof surfaces are perfectly usable.

Small and complex surfaces? No problem!
Where there is a requirement for a particularly small roof tile to be used we would select a tile from our SolteQ Biber range of tiles, tiles that are not only small but also available in a range of colours. Even the most complicated of roofs can be utilised up to 100% for energy production. There is a SolteQ Energy roof available that will enable every roof, regardless of its complexity, to maximise its energy output.

Shadows? No problem!
Shadows and shading are a problem for conventional Solar Panel systems? This is not the case with SolteQ roofs! The optimizer function in each individual roof tile minimises shading effects easily and reliably by the use of a bi-pass diode which ensures overall system performance is maintained. Bat Dormers – are no problem for SolteQ roof tiles, 100% coverage is achievable.
Electricity self-sufficiency: 90% - remaining costs: 250, - Euro per year
electricity self-sufficiency with electricity storage: 98% - remaining costs: 50, - Euro per year
Heating autarky: 100% - Remaining costs: 0, - Euro per year
E-car charge: 100% - remaining costs: 0, - Euro per year
Leistungswerte (Standard)

2019-05-13 19:33

Batterie (Laden) 200.87 kWh
Batterie (Entladen) 184.98 kWh
Netzeinspeisung 531.63 kWh
Netzbezug 44.58 kWh
Solarproduktion 1016.33 kWh
Hausverbrauch 400.11 kWh

Produktion
- Eigenstrom: 38 % (355.54 kWh)
- Netzeinspeisung: 62 % (531.63 kWh)

Hausverbrauch
- Autarkie: 89 %
- Netzbezug: 11 % (44.58 kWh)
Storm and Weatherproof

Every normal roof lifts off - the SolteQ roof protects!

Lightning neutral
The SolteQ solar roof is a frameless system and therefore does not act like an antenna for a sheet and does not attract it, as with conventional photovoltaic modules.

Storm clip on each shingle
Even in heavy storms with wind forces up to wind force 10, your house is safely protected.
The SolteQ solar roof protects your house against wind pressure and suction loads. In the storm, pressure loads of up to 850kg / m² and suction loads of 100kg can occur.
Roof tiles or roof tiles lift off and fly through the area. The SolteQ roof stands.

Safe construction with SolteQ!

Wind and suction loads
The official wind zone map has 4 wind zones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind zone</th>
<th>m/s</th>
<th>kmh</th>
<th>Windload</th>
<th>Windload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vref</td>
<td>vref</td>
<td>gref/kN/m²</td>
<td>kg/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Southern Germany</td>
<td>22,5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0,32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Northern Germany, Alpine foothills</td>
<td>25,0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0,39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. North Sea Coastal Region, northern Mecklenburg</td>
<td>27,5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0,47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. North Sea, North Sea Coast, Fehmarn, northern Rügen</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0,56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm - CAT1</td>
<td>33,1</td>
<td>119-153</td>
<td>0,67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm - CAT2</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>154-177</td>
<td>0,94</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm - CAT3</td>
<td>49,4</td>
<td>178-209</td>
<td>1,16</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm - CAT4</td>
<td>58,3</td>
<td>210-249</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm - CAT5</td>
<td>69,4</td>
<td>&gt; 249</td>
<td>1,82</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1kN is approximately 100kg

Storm resistance of a SolteQ roof: 850kg / m²
Safety of a SolteQ roof: up to 1 to / m²

5x more stable than a conventional roof!
You can be sure of that.

... rather, the whole house takes off ...
Historical Buildings?
Bat dormers?
With SolteQ not a problem.
SolteQ energy consulting and planning for electricity and heating

Energy means not only electricity, but also heating energy. SolteQ ensures that your home is always pleasant and warm, without the need for gas or oil.

The SolteQ energy concept:

+ Roofing
+ Electricity
+ Heating
+ Storage solutions for electricity and heating
+ minimise your monthly energy costs

.... simply complete our Energy Assessment Form.

We will then provide you with an energy consultation, where we calculate the electricity and heating energy required from your roof in order to meet your energy needs.

When considering one of our roofs it’s not just the purchase price counts, but rather “Where are my monthly energy costs”? And “What can I earn with the roof”? SolteQ’s energy concept is not just to sell you a roof, but to create an optimised energy plan for your current and future needs. For this reason, we offer in advance a detailed consultation and planning. On request, we will gladly come to your home and advise you in detail on how to make huge energy bills a thing of the past.

Our consulting services include:

• A visit to your home to provide you with advice on how best to reduce your monthly energy spends, by investing in a Energy Roof.
• Assessment of current demand for electricity and heating energy
• Personal energy cost optimisation, tailored to your needs
• Design of an optimised energy roof (based on available tile and power options)
• Detailed profitability calculation, incl. Amortisation calculation
• Example of financing
• Yield / cost optimisation with the aim of maximizing the benefit from your new roof
• Current memory calculation, heater memory calculation
• Optional: Calculation to determine the feasibility of the new roof meeting all of your household heating and domestic hot water requirements.
• Equipment planning and costing quotation based on your energy needs.

Target design: 80% electricity self-sufficiency + 100% heating autarky

(Without power storage, with power storage direction 95%)

Of course, investing in an energy roof costs money. But we will show you how it will significantly reduce your month energy costs at a time of ever increasing energy bills!
We will come to you.
What better way than to have your consultation
in the comfort of your own home.

Our strengths:
1. Honest customer advice
2. Fair prices
3. Customer-oriented offer design
   (not sales-oriented)
4. Fun Consulting & Selling
5. There are always 3 winners
The SolteQ energy concept: Building Energy Design

SolteQ’s aim is to not just sell a roof, but to provide a tailored design solution that meets the specific energy needs of the customer, a personal energy design.

★ Electricity generation
★ Heating energy
★ Power storage
★ Heating energy storage
★ A complete energy solution from one primary source

... and with the goal:

+> 95% power autarky and
+ 100% heating autarky
+ a move away from fossil fuels
+ 100% CO2-free
+ a move towards zero Euro electricity and heating costs!

With our certified roofer partner specialist companies in your area, we offer you the complete roof installation service.

We can offer a one stop shop for your roof project because we have certified specialist roofing partners in your local area. Whether it’s replacing existing tiles with our SolteQ PV tiles or replacing/constructing a whole new roof from sarking board & waterproof membrane upwards, we can meet all of your roofing needs.

SolteQ supports the roofing industry

The SolteQ energy roofs are installed by regional specialist partners in your area. So you are sure that the installation is professional and of the best possible quality. For product quality and execution, you can rely on SolteQ.
A SolteQ solar roof is not a money issue. It is an investment!

We make sure that you save and earn money right from the start, instead of spending it. The SolteQ solar roof will not cost you anything at the end of the month!

The goal:

80% electricity self-sufficiency + 100% heating autarky

Save your money, instead of burning it! We help you with that

The money you do not spend THAT is the return of the future!

Let us advise you!
What is the cost structure per year?

Example 1:
Detached house with saddle roof
with 100m² active and 100m² passive roof area.
Orientation: North / South

Amortization complete roof: 12.8 years
Taking into account electricity and heating costs
with electric car heat pump and energy cost savings,
as well as financing

With SolteQ solar roof:
Annual benefit with financing *):
+ 2.780 €

Benefit without financing or pension after amortization:
+ 5.670 €

Saved + income in 20 years:
+74.800 €

Only clay pan roof and gas heating:
- € 5,300 energy costs + roof financing

Our goal:
WE want YOU to
safe and make
money.
Example 2:
Detached house with saddle roof with 200m² active roof area.
Orientation: East / West

Amortization complete roof: 15.3 years
Taking into account electricity and heating costs with electric car heat pump and energy cost savings, as well as financing

With SolteQ solar roof:
Annual benefit with funding:
+ 2.750 €

Advantage without financing or Pension after amortization:
+ 7,070 €

Saved + income in 20 years:
+ 104,200 €

Only clay pan roof and gas heating:
- €5,300 energy costs + roof financing
Do we really want to allow such PV parks to spoil our environment and replace valuable forest and arable land? It makes far more sense to utilise your roof! Rooftops are available anyway. Why not utilise this huge potential source of energy, your roof? Free energy. Let’s use it!

Photovoltaik YES - but always in respect to the nature!

Ecological and logical energy production:
There are enough suitable roof areas nationwide to be able to generate sufficient energy, when used in conjunction with other renewables such as wind energy, to meet the entire national energy demand. If this became a reality then all nuclear and coal power plants in the country could be shut down. The energy potential from roofs is not necessarily that obvious but it is significant none the less. Here at SolteQ we will show you how you can maximise the energy output from your roof and reduce your overall energy bill expenditure by investing in a SolteQ Energy Roof. The roof that can make energy bills a thing of the past. Let us show you how!

The formula of the future: \[ E = S \times PV^2 \]

Energy = Sun \times PV^2

... Energy from The Sun - for free!
Our sun gives us more energy than we need - let us use it!

SolteQ makes it usable
Options for household heating and domestic hot water heating.

The SolteQ Energy Roof not only generate electricity as a result of the integrated high-performance solar cells, but it is also able to generate heat through the thermal heat of the roof. Thus, the energy required for household heating or domestic water heating can be generated in various ways.

a) Heating supply via electrical energy

The SolteQ energy roof usually generates more electrical energy than is needed, which can be used for the heating. Electric underfloor heating / infrared heaters: For new buildings, it makes sense to design the space heaters via electrical heating cables in the floor and infrared heaters on walls. Advantages: High efficiency, low maintenance, no water pumps, which also consume electricity. This is typically the cheapest heating variant for a new building. Two options are available, these are:

a1) Heating based purely on electricity,

e.g. electric underfloor heating, infrared heaters etc.

Advantages:
• 100% efficiency - 0% loss
• The electrical energy is converted directly into heat.
• Well suited for new construction and renovation
• Cost-effective heating system
• Completely maintenance-free, no wearing parts
• Very long life
• Infrared heaters can be placed invisibly

-> Tip: Very effective if the electricity costs nothing!

a2) Heating the heater buffer via the excess electrical energy from the roof

The heating buffer, as well as the hot water tank can be heated very easily with the surplus energy. For this purpose, electric heating elements are installed in the buffer memory, so that there is no need for water pipes connecting the roof to the storage. This makes the system very low maintenance.

Advantages:
• Very high efficiency
• The electrical energy is directly converted into heat.
• Well suited for new construction and renovation projects
• Easy and inexpensive to retrofit to existing heating systems

-> Tip: Very effective if the electricity costs nothing!

Don’t hesitate to discuss your heating options with us here at SolteQ. It is worth it!
b) Heating via thermal energy from the roof by means of a heat pump

The SolteQ energy roof usually generates more electrical energy than is needed. The large roof area of a house represents an enormous source of thermal energy, which is comparable to solar thermal collectors, only much larger. A typical detached house would require two solar thermal collectors, which are sufficient for the domestic hot water supply only, now imagine how much more energy can be supplied when the entire roof area is utilised. It makes sense to use this heat energy, energy that otherwise is just wasted. The additional positive side effect of harvesting this hot air from under the PV tiles is that they are cooled, which increases their efficiency for power generation. The warm air behind the tiles can be extracted by means of a heat pump and used for heat recovery, even in winter. An air-water heat pump has the great advantage that it can generate heat even in the dark and in the cold winter months, even at minus 30 °C.

Thanks to the amount of energy provided by the SolteQ energy roof, the heat pump is able to meet the entire household energy requirement for heating and domestic hot water heating, all from the SolteQ Energy Roof.

Double benefit:
- a) heat energy for heating + hot water => more electricity is at your disposal
- b) cooling of the PV tiles => better efficiency and thus more power output

Tip!
Underfloor heating systems are the most efficient and now cost-effective variant of a modern heating system. They only require a low flow temperature and have no heat loss. They ensure a pleasant feel-good climate through even heat distribution and always warm feet.

Additional utilisation of the roof heating for
- Household heating

Tip!
For further information please contact your nearest SolteQ dealer.
See also our videos on YouTube.
The SolteQ heating concept

When replacing or buying a new heater, you should always think about using the free solar energy. This can save a good part of the energy required to produce hot water. In the summer months you will not have to turn on your boiler at times, in the cool season, the solar thermal system supports the main heating. There are also attractive promotions.

In addition to power generation, the SolteQ energy roof is also able to cover your heating needs. On average, 670W of pure thermal energy per m² of roof area falls on your roof per year, which evaporates and goes unused. The SolteQ Energy Roof captures the heat energy under the roof tiles and routes it into an air-to-water heat pump, before capturing and storing the energy in a heating buffer tank. This leads to several advantages:

1. The heat energy affecting the roof surface is extracted by means of a heat pump, stored in a buffer to be used for household heating or domestic hot water heating.
2. Positive side effect 1: This simultaneously cools the PV tiles and increases their efficiency enormously.
3. Positive side effect 2: By removing the warm layer under the tiles it reduces the possibility of the hot air heating the internal roof space.
4. Positive side effect 3: In the extreme scenario, this eliminates the need for an air conditioning unit which in turn saves energy and CO₂.

The warm air under the PV tiles is sucked in via a ridge pipe under the ridge of the roof ...

Use of the entire roof area as solar thermal collector

Roof Insulation
The insulation of the roof can typically be thinner, because the SolteQ energy roof has an insulating effect. In summer, it protects the house against too much solar heat, particularly as a result of the cooling effect of forced ventilation. In winter: A SolteQ energy roof warms up even in winter due to the dark area, keeping the cold away from the house. In addition, each solar cell in each PV roof tile also generates a certain amount of intrinsic heat. This heat acts as radiant heat, which radiates to the inner roof skin and so good insulating against cold and thus supplements the insulating wool.

Do you want 100% heating autarchy? It is possible!

Heat as much as you want!
There is excess heat on your roof

The heat pump can be located
a) in the loft space or
b) placed on an outer wall (gable)

The Storage Buffer
is typically available in older properties together with a conventional heating system. In such properties the existing buffer memory (hot water tank) can often be still be used, if however the amount of memory is insufficient, it is very easy to install another storage tank in parallel to the first in order to increase the amount of energy stored. For houses that do not already have a hot water storage tank, there are various alternative forms of storage available on the market. If space is limited inside the house, then other options are available such as installing an underground tank in the garden which is a relatively simple solution and inexpensive.
Electricity + heat directly from your roof ...

See how easy it is to reduce your heating costs to zero with a SolteQ Energy Roof: The average value for thermal energy is 670 W per m², which is available from your roof, in addition to electricity generation. If two solar thermal vacuum collectors with an area of approx. 3m² are sufficient to meet the hot water demand of a typical detached house, now look at the opportunity associated with utilising the entire roof area of your house and the associated huge increase in thermal energy generated. Clearly this huge amount of should be captured and not just allowed to evaporate and be lost forever. The situation is compounded even further when we try to cool the heat that has permeated into the house with air conditioning units. What a double waste of Energy!

Example: A normal family home has an annual heating requirement of around 10,000 kWh. The roof is able to produce approx. 60,000 kWh. With a good energy planning and appropriate energy storage, the heat energy available far exceeds what is required.

For more information please contact your nearest SolteQ Dealer or download the Brochure for the SolteQ Heating concept on www.SOLTEQ.eu
c) Heating supply via ground source heat pump

With an existing geothermal heat pump, it is very easy to reduce its energy consumption to zero. Depending on the COP value, the HP has a power requirement of 4-5,000 kWh per year. It works like this:

1. The HP is not connected to the grid, but is supplied completely by the roof during the day.
2. The PV system is designed to accommodate the demand from the heat pump and also sufficient battery storage e.g. 5KWh to include the non-daylight hours demand from the pump.
3. In the evening and at night, the HP is powered by the battery.

The result is a 100% self-sufficient heating system!

If the roof surface is not large enough to meet the demand for heating then a ground source heat pump can provide an alternative. A ground source heat pump system harnesses natural heat from underground by pumping water through it in pipes. The heat pump then increases the temperature, and the heat is used to provide home heating or hot water. The pump is powered by electricity. This type of pump has a power factor defined as (approx.) 1: 4. Therefore for every 100W input into the pump there is a heating output of 400W. The pump can be operated free of charge both day and night when used with the SolteQ energy roof and battery storage, resulting in free household heating 24hrs per day.

Tip: Take a look at our page www.SOLTEQ.eu, where you will find further informational news on PV & heating solutions. We always provide objective advice!

The negative aspects of a PV system are also addressed. However, we have a solution to almost everything. Please ask!
Design options

SolteQ offers not only a product, but also the energy concept that is perfectly matched to your wishes, requirements and possibilities:

Design options:
- a) full occupancy, maximum yield
- b) needs-based design, adapted to the needs
- c) Modular Expandable, now only for the needs, later extend (passive against active exchange)
- d) € 30,000 fixed price offer

Pricing options:
- a) The full equipment: Complete roof with a series for maximum aesthetics, including SolteQ passive shingles for the inactive areas (without solar).
- b) SolteQ-Infinity can be blended with cheap fiber cement sheets 60 x 30 cm from Eternit or other manufacturers.
- c) SolteQ System tiles can be mixed with cheap Braas-Tegalit concrete roof tiles.

Thus, there are various options for a cost-effective solar roof solution, the right solution for every taste and budget. In any case, you get a holistic roof covering, according to your wishes.
For this reason, we would like to advise you in peace and with plenty of time at your home.
Free heating energy? Without oil or gas? How can that happen?

By utilising the energy from your roof!
SolteQ offers the right solution to use this energy to maximum effectiveness.
Today’s “efficient” options for heat energy generation, in addition to conventional gas and oil heating systems.

a) “Combined heat and power plant”: These plants continue to require gas to enable them to operate, so no significant cost savings and no environmental protection

b) “Pellet heating”: still needs fuel, so no significant cost savings and no environmental protection

In conclusion there is no significant technology to generate heating for heating and hot water.

SolteQ is revolutionising the heating industry with a completely new concept using existing technologies. Namely with a way to use the free energy that is already on your roof.

100% free
100% CO2-free
100% clean energy
100% SolteQ.

Practical example: A detached family house with a family of four has an annual heat energy requirement of approximately 10,000 kWh. A SolteQ energy roof with a roof area of 100 m² is capable of supplying approx. 100,000 kWh of thermal energy, 10 times the amount that is actually needed.

The return of the Future is the money I do not spend.
Save your money instead of using it on ever increasing energy bills!
Heat recovery

Houses loose heat through the walls and the roof. Now imagine if that heat could be intercepted, and routed to an air/air heat pump which heats the re-circulated air and returns it to heat the house, at the same time as minimising losses from the fabric of the building.

This SolteQ heat recovery principle is presented below:

The house typically consists of a cavity walled structure, although an alternative can be to have an outer skin that consists of a solar façade, which also creates an insulating layer from which the heat can be extracted.

Most counties are now introducing energy-saving regulations which typically stipulate that in order to reduce energy losses, the house should be packed with insulation in order to minimise heat losses from the fabric of the building. However, this approach has many disadvantages:

a) Increase in the number of construction activities.
b) Increase in Costs
c) A Loss of air circulation can quickly result in the formation of mold on walls and ceilings.
d) The living environment within house is not degraded.

The SolteQ approach is simpler, cheaper, more effective and more environmentally friendly:

a) No insulation with non-permeable materials
b) No cavity wall insulation
c) Only usual roof insulation
d) Improved ventilation

A high degree of insulation means that the walls are no longer breathable. The air between the walls on the one hand provides good insulation and also provides the basis of the heat recovery system.

To summarise:

1. Improved quality of living
   +
2. Much healthier living environment

It does not get any more efficient than absorbing the lost heat and returning it to the house.
Zero heating costs?

Sure, with my SolteQ solar roof
Renovation with environmentally friendly technology!

A great look for your home that also saves you money.
A new roof, that’s also full of energy!

Only 14 kg per m²

The 10 Golden Rules of a SolteQ Energy Roof:

1. A SolteQ energy roof upgrades the house significantly and looks great
2. If you can afford a clay roof, then you can also afford a SolteQ energy roof
3. The SolteQ energy roof pays for itself with the passing of time, the money for a clay roof is gone - forever.
4. If you need a roof and you are looking for the benefits of photovoltaics, then look no further than the SolteQ Energy Roof.
5. You produce your own electricity and can also harvest the solar thermal energy from your roof and become as energy self-sufficient as possible.
6. You get a brand new roof covering that not only pays for itself but saves you significant amounts of money in the long term.
7. Purchasing an energy roof will provide you with a much better return on investment than the interest generated from your banks savings account.
8. The roof becomes part of your biggest asset, your home.
9. You become immune to rising electricity and energy prices
10. Put your money in your own roof. The saved energy costs will prove invaluable, particularly in the retirement years.
Historic and Listed Buildings with a great SolteQ look

SolteQ have a roof tile that’s suitable for all buildings!

With its comprehensive range of sizes, shapes and colours SolteQ have tiles that are ideally suited for use in the renovation of listed buildings, buildings that would otherwise not be able to take advantage of the benefits of conventional PV systems due to three main factors, visual impact, physical size and weight. But this is not the case with SolteQ tiles, even dormers, projections and other special features can be easily addressed, thanks to the small and flexible format of the PV tiles and accessories.

Advantages:

a) The SolteQ energy roof can have the appearance of a slate roofing, but with the inclusion of a PV system that is almost undetectable. At a distance of 15m, the fine cell structures are virtually invisible. The attractive dark blue cells are used to great effect in a variety of our tiles which provide a look very similar to that of slate. Excellent for historic and listed buildings.

b) Even historic and listed buildings can cover their own energy requirements with the SolteQ Energy Roof, and without the need to degrade the building in any way.

c) Improved weather resistance with the introduction of the toughened prismatic glass SolteQ PV roof tiles.

d) Buildings made from stone, have a very high demand for heating energy. The thermal energy of the SolteQ roof can be used in addition to the PV system, which can often result in all of the building’s energy needs being met by the roof!

-> electricity + heating completely from roof!

The heat energy is extracted under the tiles via an additional heat pump and fed into the heating system.

Thanks to the various great looking tiles in the SolteQ range, it is now possible for the first time to provide energy for listed buildings that, for aesthetic reasons, could not previously be covered with PV modules. Normal roof tiles or shingles have a weight of 50-80 kg per square meter, slate is even heavier.

A SolteQ Quad PV roof shingle weighs only 3.3 kg. This results in a weight of only about 14 kg per square metre.
Regardless of your house size, SolteQ have the roof for you.

With a SolteQ quad energy roof with a stylish, modern appearance, even the largest of building complexes can be enhanced with a great looking with maximum energy output.

Air conditioning units

... really are very power-hungry. Never mind! Let your air conditioner run continually, because the power it needs is generated free of charge from your roof!
Perfect ventilation

The simple yet sophisticated design of the SolteQ Quad PV Rooftop System provides great looks, cost savings and the highest energy yield. The special design of the tiles ensures optimal ventilation, so that the solar tiles are optimally cooled and so neither heat themselves nor the house. At the same time the efficiency is increased. Note: The tiles can be supplied without the normal air gaps for specific applications e.g. in roofs that are open at the back, as in carports or halls.

... the perfect PV-building integration!
**Easy Installation**

Look how easy the installation of our Quad 40 tiles is:
... easier than laying standard roof tiles

Sarking board, covered with breathable, waterproof membrane, battened and counter battened ready to accept the Quad 40 tiles.

1. Plug the connectors ...

2. Hang the tiles onto the battens ....

3. Fix with the special screw ...

... the tiles are laid from the eaves to the ridge ...

... the new SolteQ Quad Energy Roof is complete!

... far easier than laying standard roof tiles.
Suitable for flat roofs, pitched roofs and facades whether for new build or renovation

The SolteQ Quad PV Roof Tile product line is suitable for inclinations from 3° to 90°. Even with a roof pitch as low as 3° the roof will remain water tight and still have sufficient fall for effective rainwater drainage. Essentially all roofs and even vertical walls can be covered with the SolteQ PV tiles or facades, providing both a great look combined with huge amounts of energy. 

SolteQ Quad PV Tile – Multi functional and Stylish.
Please note: Facades have a very high energy potential, especially in winter!

SolteQ-Quad40 – Our most efficient roof tile!

Slate-like appearance

From a distance, the Quad PV roof tile is virtually indistinguishable from a traditional slate roof. Add to that the extremely low weight of only 14kg / m².

This is why the system is ideal for roof renovation in half-timbered houses, listed buildings and many more applications

SolteQ energy roof on a half-timbered house
Produce your own clean energy.

Why not become energy self-sufficient, and make energy bills a thing of the past?

Example of a SolteQ Energy roof where the tiles have been laid in the horizontal format with both active and passive elements which are indistinguishable from each other.
**Storm proof**

The SolteQ Quad PV roof shingle is absolutely storm-proof. The tiles are fixed to the battens at 3-points on the back of each tile for improved safety suspension, so the tiles cannot lift even in the most severe storms. The tiles also come complete with a special patented seal that ensures the wind cannot get under the tile and lift it from the roof. In stormy conditions, the wind suction on the lee side of the roof is a problem for all roof’s. The SolteQ Quad tiles however offer far more protection in such conditions due to their intrinsic design.

**Hail proof**

The SolteQ-Quad-PV-Tile is completely resistant to hail storms. The back of the tiles hang on aluminium hooks which ensure that the tiles cannot lift, and the surface of the tiles is made of toughened glass, glass can withstand the most severe category of hail storms.

**Guaranteed up to 20 Years**

The standard warranty is 5 years. Which can be optionally extended to up to 20 Years.

**Performance guarantee up to 40 years**

We guarantee that even after 40 years the output of your roof will still amount to at least 80% of the installed capacity today.
SolteQ Roof - the Safety Roof

1. The SolteQ Roof is strong.
SolteQ Energy Roof tiles far exceed the strength requirements stipulated for roof covering materials. The compressive strength is significantly higher than that of conventional roofing or photovoltaic modules. For example, the SolteQ Beaver PV Roof Tile has been tested to withstand suction forces over 3 times that specified by the German standard.

2. The SolteQ Roof is 100% rainproof
The overlapping installation guarantees 100% rain protection.

3. The SolteQ Roof is hail and storm resistant
SolteQ energy roof tiles are a composite element (ESG safety glass), similar to the glass used for car windshields. The tiles are hail resistance class 3 and as such are extremely safe. The SolteQ Energy Roof is much stronger and more resistant to storm damage than any conventional roofing. The roof can cope with oversizes hailstones and even extreme mechanical damage, where it will not shatter due to the laminated safety film on the back of each tile. See Illustration.
Even post impact the risk of injury from the glass, if touched is minimal.

Thus:
Protection from the elements is maintained even in the unlikely event of breakage!
The backside security foil remains undamaged - guaranteed!
The unique composite material and highly sophisticated manufacturing process that produces SolteQ PV roof tiles and shingles provide’s additional protection:
Typically even if one or more, or even all, tiles on the roof are destroyed by extreme storm or hail, your roof will remain rainproof, as long as all the shingles are in place. The special laminated foil on the back side of the tiles ensure your roof remains water tight.

4. The SolteQ roof consists of a number of individual toughened glass roof tiles which are both strong and fire resistant (flame retardant).
All requirements of the building code and rules of the German roofing trade are 100% met, and in some instances even exceeded i.e. The SolteQ energy roof is stronger than the standards demand!

5. The SolteQ safety shutdown system provides additional protection in system shut down situations.
The SolteQ energy roof is fire-retardant and is additionally equipped with an integrated fire brigade switch. The SolteQ-BFA safety shutdown device also provides protection from high voltage shocks when the PV system is shut down for routine maintenance activities.

... what better way to enhance your property and save money than to invest in a SolteQ Energy Roof.

Fig: Surface of a SolteQ PV roof tile after a fracture test in 1:1 scale!
A roof for generations - a roof to inherit

Lifespan: >> 80 years
SolteQ Energy Roofs are made up of high quality, prismatic, toughened glass PV roof tiles, utilising high purity silicon and incorporating only the best solar cells available on the market.
The glass and silicon do not age, do not rot, do not yellow and are frost proof. The result of this amalgamation of materials is a top quality German product that will not only enhance your property for years to come but will also continue to save you money, well into your retirement years and beyond.

SolteQ Guarantees for the PV roof tiles:
A 5year Product Guarantee.
A 30year spare parts warranty.
A 40year performance guarantee.

SolteQ have the solutions for a clean planet
The SolteQ Energy Roof is the roof of the future available now.

The SolteQ Vision:
• 100% clean energy from our energy roofs, roofs that are not just functional but also look great too.
• To maximise the number of energy roofs in operation around the globe in order to reduce/eliminate reliance on fossil fuels worldwide.
• To make energy roofs affordable to everyone, not just the wealthy few.

Finance your new energy roof from the savings made by no longer having to buy your energy from fossil fuel-based sources.
By investing the money that you spend on your energy bills on a new SolteQ roof covering you can make energy bills a thing of the past, not just for your generation but also for your future generations.
No more monthly electricity and heating costs for life!
In these days of ever increasing energy costs, the savings to be made are significant, especially when the life expectancy of the energy roof is in excess of 50years.

No more fuel costs!
The savings become even more significant when the savings associated with running an electric vehicle are considered. Your new electric car will be charged (free of charge) from your roof, not at the petrol station!
You could be saving £500 per month !
Do not ponder any longer,
You can get the best that is technically possible today.

A roof made of concrete or clay tiles costs you money, and generates no income for that investment.
The SolteQ Energy Roof on the other hand can cost as little as 50 euros per month and saves you money immediately, and can quickly get to the point where all the income generated is pure profit! Cover your electricity needs, recharge your car free, and no more oil or gas cost heating costs. All this in addition to having the benefit of enhancing the look of your biggest asset, your home.

You have only benefits!

If you have (a) a need for a new roofing and b) are considering investing in photovoltaics, then please come and talk to us!
Let a SolteQ consultant advise you accordingly.
Register as soon as possible your new power roof, every day costs you cash!
**Landlords**

Supply your tenants with self-generated and clean electricity. We also offer suitable planning options for rental properties. Our consultants are happy to advise you in this direction. Download the brochure „Renter Stream“ at:

www.SOLTEQ.eu or www.SOLTEQ.uk

---

**Tenant electricity**

Sell the generated electricity directly to your tenants. Make money and offer your tenants 100% green electricity. A green energy solution that benefits both you (as the landlord) and your tenants!
Tenant electricity - the business model for landlords

The landlord thus becomes an energy producer and thus has the opportunity to sell cheap green electricity to the tenants, e.g. for 2 cents below the market price. However, the feed must be regulated because the tenant, although the solar power is cheaper, receives only a relatively low feed-in tariff. Therefore, it makes sense that the feed goes to the landlord. This can be determined well via the bidirectional counter. What is fed is credited to the landlord, the tenant remains completely unaffected. The tenant enjoys the cheaper solar power.

More green energy is not ...
**Mieterstrom - Prinzip**

**Sektionelle Speisung**

**Tenant electricity - Principle**

An inverter with built-in energy storage in each apartment and a self-mete-ring counter allow the exact count of the consumed and the supplied current.

Counter A: (bidirectional counter)
Measures,
- a) what is obtained from the network
- b) what is fed into the grid (where permitted)

Counter B:
Measures what the individual residential unit is consuming
Electro-mobility - the future

Car Ownership, without fuel costs? and without exhaust emission’s.? 

Electric cars are becoming more and more popular and will soon outnumber conventional powered cars that rely on oil derived fuels. The average citizen travels less than 60km per day. For most journeys, the range of an electric car is already sufficient for a return trip. According to a recent study by the Technical University of Munich, the German power grid is not prepared for an electric car boom. Even if electric vehicles are assumed to constitute only 30 percent of the overall car market, major power supply bottlenecks will occur, since the utility companies do not have the capacity to meet this emerging demand and the existing power lines are not designed for this purpose. The solution is self-sufficiency, and what better way to become self-sufficient than to invest in a SolteQ Energy Roof, where you will always be independent and can charge your car in the comfort of your home, completely free of charge with 100% clean energy production from our sun. Our sun is a gigantic power plant, producing clean green energy, let’s use it!

How much energy do I need for an e-car?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-Car</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Distance reg.</th>
<th>Capacity /kWh</th>
<th>Electricity demand with daily loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tesla-Model-S</td>
<td>206,9 km</td>
<td>502 km</td>
<td>85,00 kWh</td>
<td>31,025 kWh p.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf</td>
<td>69,1 km</td>
<td>199 km</td>
<td>24,00 kWh</td>
<td>8,760 kWh p.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>61,4 km</td>
<td>130-160 km</td>
<td>21,60 kWh</td>
<td>7,884 kWh p.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi i-MiEV</td>
<td>61,3 km</td>
<td>150 km</td>
<td>16,00 kWh</td>
<td>5,840 kWh p.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renault Zoe</td>
<td>58,9 km</td>
<td>100-150 km</td>
<td>22,00 kWh</td>
<td>8,030 kWh p.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0% CO2
0,00 fuel costs

Charge your car completely for free via your own solar filling station!
Ihr Dach - Ihre Energiequelle

Möglichener Aufbau

Komplett-System

Unser Experten-Rat:
Belegen Sie jeden cm² Ihres Daches mit Energie und erzeugen Sie maximale Energie. Sie werden es in Zukunft brauchen.

Split-System
SolteQ-energy roofs
The energy roofs that are good for a log house.
Think about the future now!

SolteQ energy roof, the perfect roof in retirement.

With the saved electricity costs and saved heating costs resulting from the energy roof together with any additional income from feed in tariffs (where applicable), you have a guaranteed source of income to supplement your pension during the retirement years.

Put your money into your own roof and enjoy 6, 8 or 12% return!

There is no better and safer investment.
Energy means not only electricity, but also heating energy. SolteQ ensures that you always have it pleasant and cozy warm. ... without gas and without oil.
QUAD40

Solar tiles for roofs and facades
Building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV), but with style!

Sun is life,
Sun is energy,
Sun is SolteQ.
Quad40 - Energy Roof Tiles

Photovoltaic yes - but with style!

**Frameless and Clean**
The fantastic frameless design and the "fish scale" pattern of the SolteQ-Quad-Energy-Roof makes your roof look sleek and modern. The frameless design not only looks great, but also helps keep the roof clean and free of debris for the lifetime of the product, which is in excess of 50 years. The quality of the glass ensures the tiles do not discolor with the passage of time. The SolteQ-Quad-Energy-Roof has no frame, where water and dirt can be collected, it does not collect at the edges either and will completely drain away. Integrated self-cleaning effect!

**Frameless and Overlapping Layout Means Improved Roof Utilization**
With the frameless and overlapping design, the cells lie very close to each other over the whole roof area. No lost space with aluminium frames etc. The roof tiles are able to maximise PV roof coverage and therefore minimise passive area coverage.

**Modular Design**
The SolteQ-Quad-PV-Tiles-System is a modular system, which is flexible and can be adapted to every roof.

**Lightweight**
Conventional tiles have a weight of 50-80 kg per square metre. A SolteQ-Quad40-PV-Tile has a weight of only 3.3 kg. This results in a weight of only approx. 14 kg per square metre. Perfect for new buildings and building undergoing renovation.

**Self-Cleaning Effect**
The glass of the tiles has an anti-stick surface, which makes water and dirt drain away. Even after 50 years or more, the roof will still look like new.

**Weatherproof**
Perfectly weatherproof with robust material and over-lapping layout.

**Thermal Insulation**
The low heat transfer properties of the tiles provide the roof with excellent insulation properties against the cold.

**Acoustic Insulation**
The robust Quad-Rooftiles also gives an acoustic barrier for sound with a damping of approx. 38.42dB.

For roofs and facades

+ High rain safety
+ High cell density on the roof surface
+ High weather resistance

Hail and Storm proof with 3-Point Safety Mounting
The back of the tiles hang on aluminium hooks which ensure the tiles cannot lift up. In addition to the hooks the tiles also have a rubber seal which ensures the tiles remain in place even in high wind conditions.
A Great look for your house
The high-quality photovoltaic system, that you cannot see.
You only see a beautiful house with a stylish roof that you can be proud of.

The perfect slate replacement
& full of energy
Holistic roof system

The SolteQ Quad Energy Roof is a technically advanced roofing product made up of SolteQ’s most powerful PV roof tiles. A typical roof in the UK or Europe would have active tiles fitted to the south facing roof element, and passive tiles fitted to the north, east and west facing roof elements. Thus all roof faces are covered with SolteQ tiles, which create a holistic looking roof that not only looks great but is also full of energy.

In the edge areas of the roof, half elements arise. For this purpose, half tile elements with the same appearance but without solar cells are available. Also for the north side half tile and whole tile elements are available without integrated cells, if this side of the roof is not subject to sunlight. This ensures that the entire roof has a uniform look. ... just a complete roof system.

Active Quad-Tiles
for the sunny side of your roof

Passive Quad-Tiles
for the opposite side
(same material, same look, without cells)

Suitable also for East/West-Roofs

With help of the light-boost-effect of the prismatic surface and the brilliant low-light behaviours of the roof, the SolteQ-PV-Roof-Tiles are perfect to use for East/West direction. The tiles also work in twilight, much better than conventional PV-modules.

Half and quarter elements (passive) for the border zones and to fit windows etc.
(same glass and material, but without cells)

Up to 36% more Efficiency, than conventional Systems!
The Solteq Quad-PV Tiles are placed so that the system maximises the energy from the Sun. The whole of the roof is used, the tiles are laid right up to borders without any need for aluminium framing etc. By overlapping the tiles, the cells lie very close together, so the efficiency is even higher.

Need-Based Power Adaption

The sunny-side of the roof can be used for maximum power generation with active tiles on the total sunny-side area. If maximum power is not needed, the system can be adapted to suit the amount of power actually required, by using passive tiles on part of the area. In all scenarios the overall look still remains the same.
Several patterns

Free your imagination ... architecture, aesthetics and high product quality for a fair price - these are the targets of the SolteQ-Quad-Product-Range. All SolteQ-Products are produced within the SolteQ-Group, which ensure that you have a huge choice of energy roof products able to meet your specific individual requirements. You have a choice of not only tile colours, but also the pattern in which your chosen tile’s are to be laid. The tile laying options are: diamond look (A), skew angled (B), horizontal nested (C) or horizontal composite (D).

SolteQ Planning Support
The technicians of SolteQ are always here to help. To make it even easier, you can plan the roof design with free planning tools and our team of experts. As a reseller you can generate within minutes an exact offer for your customers. With help of the graphical tools, you can simulate the roof and see how many tiles are needed for each customised design.

Easy Installation and Adaptable for Almost Any Roof Type
The handy size of the tiles makes them quick and easy to install. One square metre requires only 4 tiles, making the installation simple for any size roof.

SolteQ Installation Service
Installation training is available, but basic knowledge of PV systems combined with typical roofing experience will usually be sufficient.

Customer Service
For home-builders we can help to find an authorised SolteQ Installation Partner in your area.
Easy and Flexible Installation with “Accordion” Effect

The SolteQ-Energy-Roof with Quad-PV-Roof-Tiles are adaptable. By overlapping, the tiles can be moved slightly to the left or right, so that the whole area of tiles can be stretched or compacted. The amount of overlap can be adjusted to suit the specific site requirements which makes for a very flexible and effective installation. The border can be created with half-elements and individually cut metal sheets of the same colour, which complete the overall look of the roof.
Stretching / Clinching: approx. 4 cm on each side and approx. 8 cm per meter in every direction. A 10 m tile area results a space to adapt of 80 cm. This way the SolteQ-Energy-Roof fits on almost any area.
100% Waterproof with Under-Foil and Special Seals

a) The SolteQ-Energy-Roof is 100% Rainproof
Each tile has a rubber on the two lower edges, a patented special seal with multi-lips, which prevents the water entering in an upwards direction. The SolteQ Quad Energy Roof is rainproof and offers exceptional mechanical safety. Only a small gap at the lower edge with approx. 2cm length is open for air circulation. Only in the case of exceptionally high winds or storms is there the small possibility of water entering underneath the tile, through the opening for cooling. However any water ingress via this route is prevented from entering the roof space by the waterproof membrane/roofing felt underneath the tiles.

b) The SolteQ-Energy-Roof is 100% Waterproof
With the recommended breathable waterproof membrane under the tiles, the roof will be 100% waterproof, and breathable (see system manual and specifications) as per the manufacturers guarantee. As an alternative, tarred roofing felt can be used.

c) The SolteQ-Energy-Roof is 100% Safe Against UV
The overlapping installation of the tiles, the light proof seal on the borders coupled with the fact that UV light will not pass through the tiles ensures that the waterproof covering underneath the tiles is protected from sunlight.

d) The SolteQ-Energy-Roof is Mechanically Robust
The patented seal besides being waterproof provides mechanical stability to the roof. The seal is constructed like a spring to accommodate the horizontal and vertical movements and forces on the tiles. This special seal ensures that the roof is protected from not only storm related movements but also from the long term natural movements of your home.

e) The SolteQ-Energy-Roof is Hail and Stormproof
The backs of the tiles are fixed onto the laths in the centre of each tile, with robust aluminium hooks, which ensure the tiles cannot lift even in heavy storms.
Easy installation

Hang up - fix with one screw - finished!
The installation is done easily by hanging the tiles onto the wooden battens. The tile is then further secured to the batten with a stainless steel screw.

Hooks on the back
There are two aluminium hooks on the back that hook onto the battens.

Dimensions:
Stella L. from Limburg:
The SolteQ energy roof brings me €285 per month and I have no electricity and heating costs more. So I can afford my daughter her hot desired, own horse.
Your solar roof is a financial investment and earns money.

... so that you can afford something in between.
The best roof in the world is the one that not only enhances the appearance of your home but can also make energy bills a thing of the past.

With a conventional photovoltaic system, you also need an appropriate roof covering to fix the solar panels onto. The SolteQ Energy Roof is in itself a superb quality roofing material, so with this single purchase you have all the functionality of a top quality roofing material plus electricity and a huge amount of heat energy that can be used for household heating and domestic hot water heating!

Quad Economy Class
The entry level Roof Tile

This is the low cost entry into the world of autarkic energy.
Best quality 100% made in Germany
...the right roof for every home.

Unbeatable price!
A SolteQ-Energy Roof for almost the same price as a replacement roof plus a solar panel system. Why compromise the look of your home with solar panels when you can have a great looking SolteQ Energy Roof!

- Economy
Quad Economy Class
The entry level Roof Tile

This is the low cost entry into the world of autarkic energy.
Best quality 100% made in Germany
...the right roof for every home.

Unbeatable price!
A SolteQ-Energy Roof for almost the same price as a replacement roof plus a solar panel system. Why compromise the look of your home with solar panels when you can have a great looking SolteQ Energy Roof!

Polycrystalline photovoltaic cells are made of natural raised crystal structures and are blue in colour. Please note that the colour of the tiles produced during the actual production process may differ very slightly from the colour shown in the Brochure.

Cells: polycrystalline
Color: blue crystalin
Efficiency: approx. 18%
Power: ca. 40,5Wp
bzw. 162 Wp/m²
with SLV: ca. 195 Wp/m²
Voc: 5,76 V
Isc: 8,8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 20 years with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV = low light behavior
Quad40-Premium-Black

Quad-Premium-Black
The Premium-Model

“Anthracite” is the classic color that is universal and timeless. An anthracite colored SolteQ Energy Roof looks great on any style of house, be it a traditional classic period type or a state of the art architect designed modern building.
A roof that will provide you with years of satisfaction courtesy of our most efficient PV roof tiles.

... the Longlife roof with energy.
... the stylish roof.

The energy roof with a great slate effect

Quad-PV-shingle
„Quad Premium Black“ or „Black Diamond“
(Standard version)
in a fine „pinstripe suit“ style with fine silver stripes.
Cells: black / dark blue monocrystalline cells with black backing
Special feature:
Great slate effect, from about 15m distance, the stripes are no longer visible.

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power: ca. 44 Wp
bwz. 173 Wp/m²
with SLV: ca. 212 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years
with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV = low light behavior
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect.
**Quad40**-Premium-Black +

**Quad-Premium-Black - Plus**
The Exclusive-Model

„Anthracite“ in its perfect form:
Black cells, completely without silver stripes.

... for every type of house the right roof.

The black diamond for your house.

Monocrystalline cells have a uniform and homogeneous color structure. So the roof gets a calm look. Monocrystalline cells are the highest quality PV cells and have the best efficiency. The surfaces of the SolteQ tiles are the surface structure of the glass and not an additionally applied layer.

Cells: monocrystalline  
Color: anthracite with black covered silver stripes  
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%  
Power: ca. 44 Wp  
bzw. 173 Wp/m² with SLV: ca. 212 Wp/m²  
Voc: 5.76 V  
Isc: 8.8 A  
Product warranty: 5 years  
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV = low light behavior
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect.
Quad40 - Gold-Class

Quad-Gold-Class-Exclusive
with real gold leaf 24 carat

Aesthetically pleasing and exclusive.
The energy roof for the most discerning customer.
The cells are covered with real gold leaf, giving your roof a
totally unique look.

... with a touch of gold for total exclusivity.

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite

special feature:
Cell connector with real gold leaf, 22...24 carat
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power: ca. 44 Wp
bzw. 173 Wp/m²
with SLV: ca. 212 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A

Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years
with 80% of the installed capacity.

SLV = low light behavior
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight
dark blue effect.

Similar pictures
"Brick Red" - elegant and timeless.
Red is the classic color that has always been mounted on roofs. Even in Roman times houses were already protected with burnt clay tiles against wind and weather.

Polycrystalline photovoltaic cells consist of naturally grown structures and are subsequently dyed. The textures and colours of the actual tiles may vary depending on the production batch, so please be aware that the illustrations represent an approximation of the actual production tile colour. Also different delivery batches can vary.

Cells: polycrystalline
Color: similar to tile red
Efficiency: approx. 15.4%
Power: ca. 35.2 Wp
bzw. 140.8 Wp/m² with SLV: ca. 170 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years expandable to 20 years
Performance guarantee: 20 years with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV = low light behavior
SolteQ-Energy Roof
„Terracotta“ ... the Mediterranean Look

“Terracotta” is the classic reddish hue that has been mounted on roofs for centuries. Terracotta is the perfect colour, especially for Mediterranean regions.

Polycrystalline photovoltaic cells consist of naturally grown structures and are subsequently dyed. The textures and colours of the actual tiles may vary depending on the production batch, so please be aware that the illustrations represent an approximation of the actual production tile colour. Also different delivery batches can vary.

Cells: polycrystalline
Color: similar to tile red
Efficiency: approx. 15.4%
Power: ca. 35.2 Wp
bzw. 140.8 Wp/m²
with SLV: ca. 170 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 20 years with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV = low light behavior
SolteQ-Energy Roof
in subtle shades of gray

“Gray” is timeless and elegant. Whether it’s the elegant plain dark gray or the grey with the crystalline look, either will enhance the look of your home and make it a jewel of the street.

-3 shades of gray.

Cells: polycrystalline
Colors:
- silver gray / crystal slate look
- dark gray / crystal slate look
- dark gray / rock gray
Efficiency: approx. 15.4%
Power: ca. 35.2 Wp
bzw. 144 Wp/m²
with SLV: ca. 173 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 20 years with 80% of the installed capacity
SLV = low light behavior/effect

Polycrystalline photovoltaic cells consist of naturally grown structures and are subsequently dyed. The textures and colours of the actual tiles may vary depending on the production batch, so please be aware that the illustrations represent an approximation of the actual production tile colour. Also different delivery batches can vary.
SolteQ-Energy Roof
available in three shades of gray, in either a plain or crystalline look.

„Gray“ is a great choice of roof colour to enhance any style of home. The choice is yours, choose from:

- Quad Silver Gray (Crystall)
- Crystal Quad Dark Gray Crystal
- Quad Rock Gray

All versions also available as „plus“ version with covered silver stripes.
Energy with excess means quality of life.
SolteQ - your energy designer.
In addition to the classic shades with monocrystalline cells, the SolteQ Quad product line is available as a special color in other great shades. Thanks to polycrystalline cell technology, the SolteQ Quad Color roof shingle has a unique structure that gives the roof a phenomenal "crystalline" look and is available in your favorite colors.

**Amethyst**
- Colour: Lavender
- ... for ever summer fresh

**Ruby**
- Colour: Ruby / Wine-Red
- Noble and gentle, the shade of the gourmet

**Emerald**
- Colour: Emerald / Forest Green
- In keeping with nature

**Sapphire**
- Colour: Dark Blue
- Blue is the color of silence and relaxing

**Bernstein**
- Colour: Bernstein

**Standard colours:**
- Terracotta RAL 8004
- Forest-Green RAL 6020
- Silver-Grey RAL 7036
- Lavender RAL 7016
- Wine-Red: RAL 3005
  (colours similar)
Elegant and subtle shades

SolteQ not only offers the right shape of tile for every taste, but also the right colours. Our engineers worry about your energy supply and your well-being. You need to feel comfortable and safe in your home, as well as being proud of your choice of roof, a roof to enhance your home.

Choose from SolteQ's wide range tiles in the colour of your choice. If there is a colour that you prefer that is not listed in our brochure then please don't hesitate to contact us in order that we can assist you further.
The 5 star roof
... with 5 functions

Energy with excess
Life quality
SolteQ - Your energy designer

The SolteQ Quad Energy Roof
The roof of the future available now throughout Europe & Africa.
The roof that can make energy bills a thing of the past.

www.TheSolarroof.uk
Technical Specifications

BASIC DATA AND MECHANIC DESIGN
Module Type: Quad40
Cell Material: Mono-Polycrystalline Silicon
Cell Size: 156 x 156 mm
Module Dimensions: 540x540 mm
Weight: ca. 3.3 kg
Weight per m²: ca. 14 kg
Cooling: Single Module Cooling
Connectors: MC 4 Compatible
Cables: 2x ca. 50 cm, 4mm²
Bypass Diode: 1 Diode
Thickness of Glass: 4 mm, Prismatic
Mechanical Resilience: 8500 Pa (approx. 850kg)
Backing Laminate: UV- and Weatherproof
Roof angle: 10 - 90°

ELECTRICAL DATA
Nominal Power / Tile: ca. 40,5 to 43,25 Wp
Power per m²: ca.161,6 - 178Wp
Efficiency: 18,8 - 19,8
Tolerance/ STC: +5%
Max. System voltage: 1000 V DC
Nominal Voltage: 4,7 V
Nominal Current: 8,75 - 9,0 A
Voltage Without Load (Uoc): 5,6 - 5,8 V
Short Cut Current (ISC): 9,4 - 9,8 A
Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C
Min. Power 15 years: 90% of nominal power
Min. Power 25 years: 85% of nominal power
Min. Power 40 years: 80% of nominal power
Estimated lifetime: > 50 Years with > 85% of nominal power
Product warranty: 5 years, expandable to 20 years
Spare parts guarantee: 30 years
Performance guarantee: for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 20 years with 80% of the installed capacity

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
UOC: - 0,33 ± 0,02% / K
ISC: + 0,04 ± 0,0015% / K
PMPP: - 0,41 ± 0,05% / K

STANDARD TESTING CONDITIONS (STC)
E=1000W/m²
Fire classe - Module/Shingle -
Front: Solarmodule Glass, Tempered, Prismatic
Specials: Safety hang up
Certificate-TPT-Foil: Testet reg. ANSI/UL94 (Tests for Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances)

DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA - separate data sheet of the SolteQ-BFA System -
Max. Count of Modules: no limit
Certificates: TPS Intercert, RETI
Emergency Button Specification: EN54-11, Typ B
Conform to Standards: 5-537_VDE1000-537 and E VDE-AR-E 2100-712:(2010-09)

CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -
Certificate: CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701
Windload: DIN 1055-4
Rain proofness: CEN/TR 15601
Hail class: IEC 61215, Extension Switzerland: Hail resistance class 3
Ammonia corrosion test: IEC 62716
Protection class: II, IP65
German standards: conform to DIBt Bauaufsichtliche Regelungen and rules of roofers

Fire safety: VSG-Safety glass DIN EN 12150, higher heat and burst stability, high breaking stability and strength, small glas break parts (crumb formation)

Performance data are approximate values. The performance of the cells changes from batch to batch due to technical progress. The colors of the delivered products may also differ from the illustrations. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.
Safety included!
The Energy-Roof includes the emergency and fire switch SolteQ-BFA for maintenance and emergency.
Clean energy production.
Life quality.
SolteQ.
INFINITY

Roof and facade elements
SolteQ-Infinity
Harnessing nature: energy roof tiles with a 

SLATE LOOK

SolteQ energy roofs and façades
Standard items or custom made to your requirements

Because all of our tiles are made in-house it is even possible for us to respond to specific requests from both customer’s and architect’s alike.

If you have specific requirements in mind for a particular tile be it shape or colour, then please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Brand quality from SolteQ

SolteQ roof and façade elements can be used for both roofing and cladding. In either case, the buildings aesthetics are not only enhanced but so too is the buildings energy potential as a result of the PV and solar thermal attributes of the SolteQ products. Products that have the potential to reduce your energy bill to zero.

Energy generation from both roof and façade’s – the basis of energy generation of the future!

Our tiles and façade’s are all made of high quality and durable glass that has both a high impact resistance and is extremely strong. Other advantages and features are:

• Weathering and frost resistant
• Resistant to rot and corrosion
• Anti-adhesive surface for moss and lichen
• Pest resistant
• Durable
• Permanent colour
• Shock-resistant
• UV-resistant
• Ventilated
• Humidity regulating
• Insulates against external temperature variations
• Preventive fire protection factory installed
• Flame retardant, hard roofing acc. DIN4102
• Breakage behaviour: Laminated safety glass DIN EN 12150, increased impact and impact resistance
• Hail protection class 3: tested with 35mm hailstones
• Manufacturer warranty: 5 years, extendable to 20 years
• Performance Guarantee: 40 years with 80% performance
• Low weight, easy to install making them ideal for renovation projects
• Meets all requirements of the German roofing trade

Slate

A slate roof is a great looking traditional tried and tested roofing material in lots of countries throughout the world. A SolteQ Energy Roof in one of our Infinity range of tiles is a fantastic alternative to real slate for the active areas of a roof, with the passive areas being made up of real slates, fibre slates or SolteQ passive infinity tiles the choice is yours. The look of slate with all the advantages of a top class PV system plus huge amounts of heat energy, all from your roof. What more do you want?

A roof for life
... with a lifespan of more than 50 years!
Same as real Slate.
SolteQ roof and facade panels

Infinity Series – Tiles based on the traditional 600 x 300 format.

The Infinity tiles are a new addition to our extensive range of tiles that come with two USP's. The first is their fantastic resemblance to real slate and the second is their ability to be used in conjunction with a variety of passive tile alternatives, that is particularly beneficial when large roofs are required to be covered.

**SolteQ-Infinity Tiles for your roof or façade.** Roof tiles made of artificial stone or fibre cement, e.g. Eternit roofing and facade panels are very popular, easy to work with and look good. We now have the ability to extend this popular passive roofing system with the introduction of our highly efficient power generating Infinity tiles. The SolteQ -Infinity roof and façade tiles measure 60x33 cm and can be combined perfectly with standard artificial stone slabs or even real slate slabs, for a price that compares very favourably with on roof PV systems, but with far superior aesthetics. The laying of the tiles is done in the same way as a conventional 60x30 cm fibre cement or slate, with a storm hook at the bottom of each tile.

**SolteQ - „Infinity“, the „Infinity“**
The roof and facade panel for the house of the future.

Protection from the rain is achieved, as per a normal roof/façade panel, by the double overlapping nature of the installation. The tiles are fixed at their lower edge by a storm hook that is attached to the roof battens.

Infinity Anthracite option:
136.98 Wp/m² (including 10% LLE)
7.3 m²/kWp

Format: 60 x 33 cm

100% compatible with commercially available roof tiles and façade elements or real slate tiles in the format 60x30/33 cm
SolteQ roof and facade panels
Series Infinity - traditional double coverage

Without additional sealing rubbers, laying in conventional double covering.

**SolteQ-Infinity, as easy to lay as conventional roof and facade panels**

*Simply fix with slate pins or screws, a storm clamp, done.*

---

**Diagram:**

By default, the installation is done only via staple hooks, as in a conventional slate. As a special version, the plate can also be fixed with two screws (optional holes).

100% rainproof due to double covering
SolteQ supports the traditional craftsmanship of the roofing industry!

As a result of many years of collaboration with our highly skilled roofing partners, we have been able to develop our Infinity range of PV tiles which produce a high quality slate roof in the traditional 60cm x30cm format of real slates, but with the added advantage of solar. The SolteQ Infinity slate look tiles (& façade panels) are the perfect solution for situations where real (passive) slate tiles are required in combination with active PV tiles in order maintain a more traditional look for the house. See the pictures in the appendix. As an alternative option, there is also the SolteQ-Infinity- grey roof tiles (or Façade panel) which can also be used in combination with readily available Eternit/Marley fibre slate roofing tiles or similar products from other manufacturers. The solar function on these roofs is so difficult to see that the roof appears to the naked eye as a conventional passive roof not one that includes a state of the art PV system. The installation is very simple: just one conventional slate hook per tile. The tiles are laid in the traditional double cover method.

Other advantages:
► Very long life with >> 50-80 years
► Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the initial performance
► Sturdier than a normal roof
► Aesthetic and high quality
► 100% made in Germany
► The SolteQ roof is the cheapest roof in the world: The roof that pays for itself!

and always remember:

SolteQ supports the craftsmanship of the traditional roofing trade!
**Frameless and clean**
The great frameless design makes your roof or facade a gem. The frameless design not only looks great, it also helps keep the tiles clean. It has no edges where the dirt can accumulate instead the water (and the dirt) are able to flow unhindered from the surface of the tiles. The PV tiles are made of glass, which does not deteriorate with age and therefore continues to look like new for the life of the product. Tiles with a built-in self-cleaning effect!

**Frameless and overlapping installation**
= Maximum utilisation of roof surface
Due to the frameless nature of the tiles and the fact that they are overlapped during installation, the PV cells lie very close to each other over the entire roof surface resulting in maximum utilisation of the available area for power generation.

**Modular construction**
The SolteQ Infinity System has a modular design and is optimally adaptable to almost any roofing situation. Passive tiles for the shady side of the roof, walk-on tiles with steps for easy access and cuttable elements for maximising roof coverage ensure the system is extremely adaptable when even the most complicated of roof designs have to be accommodated.

**Lightweight**
Normal roof tiles or shingles have a weight of 50-80 kg per square metre. A SolteQ Infinity PV Roof and Facade Element has a weight of only 1.8 kg. per tile which results in a weight of only 19kg per square metre. A tile that is ideally suited for both new construction and renovation projects.

**The lotus flower effect = lifelong as new!**
Due to the high-quality non-stick surface and frameless design, moss and other organic materials have no opportunity to form, this coupled with the self-cleaning nature of the glass ensures the roof always looks great. The system also has the benefit of an integrated power switch-off option which ensures that the roof is totally safe in shut-down situations for roof maintenance or cleaning. A roof that’s always clean, always beautiful, always maximising the return on your investment.

**Installation**
Please be aware that the standard method of installing these tiles is by means of a single slate hook located on the lower edge of each tile which attaches the tile to the roofing batten. On request we can manufacture the tiles with additional fixing holes to facilitate two fixing screws in addition to the tile hooks for added security.
Are you looking for something special?
SolteQ Infinity with Slate Structure Surface:

Roofs of the Future - SolteQ Solar Roofs
INFINITY - Variants

Slate look infinity

SolteQ-Infinity Anthracite

SolteQ-Infinity Slate Crystal look

SolteQ-Infinity Silvergrey
Variants slate look - The direct comparison

A comparison between slate look Infinity tiles and two readily available passive tile options.

Infinity variants:
• Anthracite
• Dark grey
• Slate crystal
• Silver-grey crystal
• Tile red

The two crystal effect options that are available in these tiles, provide the tiles with a very attractive slate like overall appearance when viewed from a distance.

The silver, fine stripes in the cells are also no longer visible when viewing the roof from a normal distance at ground level.
INFINITY - Variants

Infinity - Tile red

Infinity - Slate-Plus
Glass and silicon
The materials of the future.

SolteQ energy roof tiles are not only available in a variety of colours, but also in different types of glass surfaces.

Available glass surfaces:
- Prismatic (Standard)
- Riven look
- Wood look

Up to 36% extra yield, compared to a conventional PV system due to:
- a) full roof area use
- b) excellent low-light behaviour
Our sun is a real power plant. It can provide us with more energy than we need. Let’s use this free clean energy. What more do we need? **SolteQ** - Energy solutions.

Every day... we burn 90 million oil barrels, or 45 supertankers. Day after day...

We no longer have to continue to burn valuable resources. That has to stop!
The Slate Roof of the future available now from SolteQ. Real slate combined with infinity slate.
SolteQ Infinity - the benefits

Roof and façade panels made of fibre cement or real slate can be used in a variety of ways and are very popular with both roofers and customers alike. SolteQ Infinity solar roofing and façade panels can be combined perfectly with conventional 60x30 cm artificial stone panels. The ultimate combination however is when they are combined with real slates that are in the 60x30 cm format. In order to get as close as possible to the real slate look, cells with a silver-grey crystal structure were developed by SolteQ, which from a distance, has the appearance of a conventional slate roof but with all of the functionality of a top quality PV system, a system that is almost invisible to the naked eye.

... it could not be more real.

Back connection

One slate hook per tile, hang it, done!

Traditional craftsmanship at its best!
Customer Testimonial:
I have already been approached by several people regarding my beautiful roof and how much they like the look of it well it, but then they ask “I thought you wanted to have solar on your roof”? My roof is so real and unobtrusive that you have to really scrutinise the roof in order to be able to see the active tiles.

Jörg Stockhausen, comp. Wiedemann

Double coverage

The tiles are laid in the same way as conventional roof tiles are laid:
- Attach the slate hook to the batten.
- Connect the MC4 connectors and then Insert the infinity solar tile into the slate hook.

The roofer does not have to concern himself with any electrical planning since this has already been completed by the technicians at SolteQ. SolteQ support is only available during the design phase of a project but it is also available during the construction phase which may even extend to having a presence on site where required.

Installation in combination with real slate tiles supplied in this instance by RathscHECK.
The SolteQ energy roof: What does this cost?
The SolteQ Energy Roof essentially costs you nothing, but not only that it even earns you money too!

If you were to purchase a normal passive roof made from clay or concrete tiles the return on your investment is nil. From the onset of the purchase the money is gone!

The SolteQ Energy Roof on the other hand costs you nothing and even earns you money - every month!

The financing of your SolteQ Energy Roof can come from the savings generated by the free energy from your new roof, savings that equate to the current purchase price of electricity and heating energy.
- No additional costs per month.
- You finance your new roof with the money you save from your reduced electricity and heating bills, plus in some countries a feed-in tariff. Once the roof has been paid for all energy savings you make are pure profit, profit that is particularly useful in the retirement years. The SolteQ energy roof not only far nicer looking than on roof solar panel's, but it is also easier to install than a conventional rooftop PV system. And you don’t potentially damage your roof, with the introduction of fixing rails and having to cut existing roof tiles to facilitate the fitting of the panels.

Do the calculation for yourself:
+ Current costs for electricity per month.
+ Current costs for heating per month.
- Financing costs for SolteQ Energy Roof
=?

The SolteQ vision:
1. Perfect weather protection.
2. Affordable for everyone.
3. Meets all of your energy needs.
4. A great look for your house
5. Adds value to the house
6. A roof that pays for itself in the short term then continues to save money in the longer term.
7. Makes energy bills a thing of the past.
8. A very good old-age provision.
10. Has a significant impact on a cleaner environment
11. Very long life with at least 50 years and more

The roof of the future generating clean energy - that’s the SolteQ energy roof.
The roof that generates both electricity and solar thermal energy for heating and hot water.
Invest your money in your own roof. There is no better return on your investment in these days of ever in-creasing energy prices

If your roof brings in more money than it costs, then it must be a SolteQ Energy Roof.
The SolteQ-Energy Roof-Concept:

1. The roof that will reduce your monthly energy bill expenditure.
2. The roof that is designed to upgrade your home, through great looks and energy self-sufficiency.
3. The roof that is cheaper than any other roof on the market over its lifecycle because it not only pays for itself, but it actually saves you money by reducing or even eliminating your energy bills.
4. We show you how you can finance your new roof from the savings you will make on your energy bills, bills that have their basis in fossil fuels.
5. We advise you on how to optimise your roof, ensuring that the financial benefits from your great looking state of the art roof are also optimised.
6. The roof that pays for itself.
7. Additional revenues resulting from electricity exports secured by the state in certain countries.
8. A much better return on investment than savings account interest rates.
9. The roof that continues to perform for a lifetime and beyond: Lifespan SolteQ energy roof: >> 50 years (The high-quality glass does not deteriorate with the passage of time)

Invest in a SolteQ Energy Roof and make Energy Bills a thing of the past!
You will benefit from the monthly saving immediately.
If this is of interest to you, then please don’t hesitate to contact for free advice.

The SolteQ Energy Roof - the roof that not only pays for itself but also continues to save you money on your energy bills forever!

The SolteQ Group is active in various areas of renewable energy. All products are developed and produced in-house from start to finish. German Quality with style. This 100% made in German approach, applies to every product in the SolteQ range, an exclusive range of products, all of which contribute to a cleaner planet but at a realistic price. Why not improve the quality of your life and that of your family by investing in a SolteQ Energy Roof! Without a doubt the best roof on the market today.

A roof as diligent as the bees, it never stops being productive!
Technical specification

BASIC DATA AND MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

Tile type     Infinity
Cell material    Monocrystalline / polycrystalline silicon
Cell size     156 x 156 mm
Tile dimensions    600x330 mm
Tiles per m²    ca. 12,8
Weight approx.    1.8 kg
Weight per m²    ca. 24.32 kg
Cooling    single module rear ventilation
Connector    MC 4 compatible
Connecting cables    1/2x ca. 40 cm, 2.5mm²
Bypass diodes    1 safety diode in each tile
Glass thickness / glass type   ca. 4 mm, including prismatic (standard) or alternatively wood / slate
Mechanical load   8,500 Pa (= 850 kg / m²)
Back laminate    UV and weatherproof
Roof pitch:    pitched roof / flat roof / facade 3 - 90 °

ELECTRICAL DATA

Monocrystalline (std.) / polycrystalline (all colors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cells</th>
<th>Performance per tile</th>
<th>Efficiency %</th>
<th>Number of tiles per m²</th>
<th>Installed Power per m²</th>
<th>Effective Power with SLV %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Anthracite -60x33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>124.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Slate/Crystal -60x33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>101.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Silver/Gray/Crystal -60x33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>101.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Rock Gray -60x33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>92.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Tile Red -60x33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>107.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These electr. Parameters are typical averages from historical production data. Future production batches may differ. This also applies to color deviations.

DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA - separate data sheet of the SolteQ-BFA-System -
Max. Count of Modules    no limit
Certificates    TPS Intercert, RETI
Conform to Standards

CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -
Certificate    CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701
Windload
Rain proofness
Hail class
Ammonia corrosion test:
Protection class
German standards
Safety
Fire safety
Breaking safety:

Technical specification

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

UOC    - 0.32 ± 0.02% / K
ISC    + 0.043 ± 0.0015% / K
PMPP    - 0.41 ± 0.05% / K

STANDARD TEST CONDITIONS(STC)

E=1000W/m²
Fire protection class - PV shingle -
Front:
Back side:
Special features:
Certificates TPT / PYE film:

Solar module glass, tempered / prismatic
PYE / PET (polyethylene terephthalate)
 mech. safety suspension
 Tested to ANSI / UL94
(Tests for Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances)

Performance data are approximate values. The performance of the cells changes from batch to batch due to technical progress. The colors of the delivered products may also differ from the illustrations. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.

All illustrations in this catalog are similar. Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect with anthracite. In the case of polycrystalline, colors and structures are always different due to the naturally grown crystal structures. Every shingle is unique.


tables and illustrations are always different due to the naturally grown crystal structures. Every shingle is unique.
Integrated safety!
Power roof with factory-installed fire brigade switch
SolteQ-BFA safety shutdown for fire brigade and maintenance!
Infinity slate look with maximum yield
Laying: Rectangle double covering

SolteQ-Infinity XL Anthracite
Installation by means of a slate hook.

Infinity-6-Cell - 80x51 cm

Cells: monocrystalline
Colour: anthracite
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power/tile: ca. 29.8 Wp
Power/m²: 170.68 Wp/m² with LLB/LLE: ca. 204.82 Wp/m²
Voc: 5.76 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

LLB/LLE = low light behavior
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect.
Advantages:

• 100% rainproof, with rectangular double covering
• Easy installation using slate hooks
• Fix the hook to the batten, insert Infinity - done!
• Maximum yield from the roof area, due maximum utilisation of roof area.
• Very high cell density over the entire roof area.
• Storm-proof
• An alternative replacement for real slate

By default, the installation is done only via staple hooks, as in a conventional slate.
As a special version, the plate can also be fixed with two screws (optional holes)

Nominal roof slope 25 °
Minimum roof slope 15 °

800x510mm
Quad40 - 540x540-6Cell

For roofs and facades

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite

Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue tint.

Dimensions: 540x540mm
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%

Power:
- ca. 29.8 Wp
- bzw. 161.21 Wp/m²
- with LLE: ca. 193.45 Wp/m²

Voc: 3.84 V
Isc: 8.8 A

Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

LLB/LLE = low light behavior
Installation:
On the back you will find sturdy aluminum hooks for hanging.

540x540mm
Infinity slate look with maximum yield
Laying: Rectangle double covering

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue tint.
Dimensions: 780x330mm
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power: ca. 29.8 Wp
bzw. 181.03 Wp/m²
with LLE: ca. 217.24 Wp/m²
Voc: 2.66 V
Isc: 8.8 A
Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity
LLB/LLE = low light behavior

Infinity-4-Cell - 78x33 cm
By default, the installation is done only via staple hooks, as in a conventional slate. As a special version, the plate can also be fixed with two screws (optional holes).
INFINITY -S-480x330-DD

Infinity slate look with maximum yield
Laying: Rectangle double covering

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite

Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue tint.

Dimensions: 480x330mm
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power: ca. 9.9 Wp
bzw. 166.04 Wp/m²
with LLE: ca. 199.25 Wp/m²

Voc: 1.28V
Isc: 8.8 A

Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

LLE/LLB = low light behavior

2-Cell - 48x33 cm
Easy installation. Each tile has its own storm hook on the back.

480x330mm
INFINITY -XS-420x330-4Cell

For roofs and facades

- High rain safety
- High cell density on the roof surface
- High weather resistance

Cells: monocrystalline
Color: anthracite

Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue tint.

Dimensions: 420x330mm
Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
Power: ca. 19,72 Wp
  bzw. 190 Wp/m²
  with LLE: ca. 204,92 Wp/m²
Voc: 2,66 V
Isc: 8.8 A

Product warranty: 5 years
Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

LLE/LLB = low light behavior
Easy installation. Each tile has its own storm hook on the back.

Nominal roof slope 10-30°

Minimum roof slope 3°

420x330mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height n light</th>
<th>35cm (34-37cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screw Height</td>
<td>38,5cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top on Top</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten Top Distance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SolteQ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Cell-Code</th>
<th>Area per tile</th>
<th>Cells per tile</th>
<th>Power per tile /Wp</th>
<th>Uoc</th>
<th>Isc</th>
<th>Umpp</th>
<th>Impp</th>
<th>Tiles per m²</th>
<th>Power per m² / Wp</th>
<th>Power per m² / Wp (inkl. SLV)</th>
<th>m² / kWp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Anthracite-60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,86</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>124,53</td>
<td>149,43</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Slate-effect / Crystal -60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,6260</td>
<td>7,8300</td>
<td>0,5270</td>
<td>7,3700</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>101,04</td>
<td>121,25</td>
<td>8,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Dark Gray / Crystal-60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,6260</td>
<td>7,8300</td>
<td>0,5270</td>
<td>7,3700</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>101,04</td>
<td>121,25</td>
<td>8,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-dark / rock gray -60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7,33</td>
<td>0,6260</td>
<td>7,8300</td>
<td>0,5270</td>
<td>7,3700</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>92,63</td>
<td></td>
<td>9,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Tile red -60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>0,6230</td>
<td>8,7700</td>
<td>0,5230</td>
<td>8,2200</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>107,36</td>
<td>128,9</td>
<td>7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Passive-Anthracite -60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-Passiv-Tile red/color -60x33-DD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td>12,63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-XL-Anthrazit 800x510-DD</td>
<td>0,41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29,58</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>5,77</td>
<td>170,68</td>
<td>204,82</td>
<td>4,88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad40-540x540-6Cell</td>
<td>0,18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29,58</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>5,45</td>
<td>161,21</td>
<td>193,45</td>
<td>5,17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-X-Anthracite 780x330-DD</td>
<td>0,26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>9,18</td>
<td>181,03</td>
<td>217,24</td>
<td>4,60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-S-Anthracite 480x330-DD</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,86</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>16,84</td>
<td>166,04</td>
<td>199,25</td>
<td>5,02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity-XS-Anthracite 420x330</td>
<td>0,14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>0,6450</td>
<td>9,5540</td>
<td>0,5440</td>
<td>9,0630</td>
<td>8,66</td>
<td>170,78</td>
<td>204,94</td>
<td>4,88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Equipment**

- Clamp hook, black
- screw set V2A stainless

**Electrical values**

Please note that the performance data quoted above may vary slightly due to the variation in cell outputs from one production batch to another. The colours of the delivered products may also differ slightly from the illustrations in the brochure. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.
Comments from our specialist:

• Is laying easy or difficult?
  -> SolteQ products are always laid on battens. Therefore, the principle of intermediate consumption is almost equal to the traditional tile roof. The actual roof covering, here the infinity shingle, is identical to the laying of a slate - rectangular double covering by means of hook fastening.
  If you have previous knowledge of slate coverings, then it’s easy.
  In addition to the slate expertise is then actually only the connecting the plug added. These are absolutely confusing according to the key-lock principle. Errors excluded.
  The processing on edges and penetrations is carried out with e.g. Slate and is thus the whole thing regulated in the technical rules for slates of the DDH, so almost a normal roof.

• What is to be considered in the substructure for the solar roof shingle, what is different from normal roof tiles?
  -> Basically, nothing is different.
  The SolteQ Infinity shingle is used and used in accordance with the recognized rules of technology (= specialist rule for slate, here for rectangular double covering on battens).
  The only difference is that for the power yield / sqm preferred a height coverage of 12 cm is selected, so for the flattening roof pitch.
  Even with roof pitches, for which also 10 or 8 cm would be sufficient. The reason is that with larger container heights, the number of PV cells decreases because fewer shingles are laid per square meter.

• Would you recommend the system? Is it worth it for big and small roofs?
  -> Yes, in any case, I recommend the system because the solar surface so inconspicuous corresponds to the slate that the difference is almost invisible. My own experience shows that, for example, In my own roof, almost everyone has to explain where the solar surface is located.
  After completing my roof, I was very often complimented on my beautiful new roof.
  Persons who knew my „solar project“, but somehow always asked, when I would because „the solar“ on it would make? I have always stated that this has already happened and explains how to recognize it. It does not look inconspicuous and it pleases the viewers without exception !!
  The roof size only has to be sufficiently large for the desired power output.
  Shaded or solar technically unsuitable surfaces (e.g., north side) are conventionally covered with slate.
  Due to the small-scale shingles, roof areas are also suitable which are rather unsuitable for large rooftop modules.

SolteQ supports traditional craftsmanship!
Place emphasis on quality and „made in Germany“ in the product and in the execution. Buy products from the region.
Roof and facade elements
SolteQ-WAVE
SolteQ WAVE
The architectural „wave cut“ for your house

Timeless, chic and as timeless as the ocean

Very high storm safety due to the rear storm clamp on each individual shingle. Easy installation. Each tile has its own storm hook on the back.
SolteQ-WAVE laying patterns

For roofs and facades
SolteQ-Facade-Element 34x38 - WAVE

Natural shapes and patterns - always timeless, always chic.

The right thing for every taste: discreet gray tones.
SolteQ-WAVE in other, elegant shades

In timeless tile red or in noble color combinations. Noble anthracite paired with high-quality color accents.
The SolteQ prism surface ensures 100% use of diagonal or low light and makes the roof look like a "velvet cover" on your house.
Technical Specifications

**BASIC DATA AND MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION**

- **Tile type**: SolteQ-WAVE
- **Cell material**: Anthracite: Monocrystalline / Colored cells: Polycrystalline silicon
- **Cell size**: 156 x 156 mm
- **Tile dimensions**: 340x380 mm (WxH)
- **Tiles per m²**: s. Table
- **Weight**: approx. 1.2 kg
- **Weight per m²**: approx. 13.2 kg
- **Cooling**: single module rear ventilation
- **Connector**: MC 4 compatible
- **Connecting cables**: 2x approx. 20 cm, 2.5mm²
- **Bypass diodes**: 1 safety diode in each Tile
- **Glass thickness / glass type**: approx. 4 mm, including prismatic (standard) or alternatively wood / slate
- **Mechanical load**: 8,500 Pa (= 850 kg / m²)
- **Back laminate**: UV and weatherproof
- **Roof pitch**: pitched roof / flat roof / facade 3 - 90 °

---

**ELECTRICAL DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monocrystalline (std.) / Polykristallin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 16 - 22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.75 - 9.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.12 - 1.42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8 - 9.8 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+40 °C to +85 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Product life time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 50 years with&gt; 85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product warranty:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years, expandable to 20 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Spare parts guarantee**: 30 years
- **Performance guarantee for monocrystalline cells**: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity

---

**TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS**

- **UOC**: - 0.33 ± 0.02% / K
- **ISC**: + 0.04 ± 0.0015% / K
- **PMP**: - 0.41 ± 0.05% / K

---

**STANDARD TESTING CONDITIONS (STC)**

- **E=1000W/m²**
- **AM=1,5 T=25°C**

---

**Fire classe - Module/Shingle -**

- **Front**: Solar module Glass, Tempered, Prismatic
- **TPT-Foil (Rear)**: PPy/PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)
- **Specials**: Safety hang up
- **Certificate-TPT-Foil**: Testreg. ANSI/UL94 (Tests for Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances)

---

**DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA** - separate data sheet of the SolteQ-BFA-System -

- **Max. Count of Modules**: no limit
- **Certificates**: TPS Intercert, RETI
- **Emergency Button Specification**: EN684-11, Typ B, VDE0100-537, IEC60364-5-537, VDE0100-537
- **Conform to Standards**: and E VDE-AR-E 2100-712:((2010-09))

- **CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -**
  - **Certificate**: CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701 DIN 1055-4
  - **CEN/TR 15601**: IEC 61215, Extension Switzerland: Hail resistance class 3
  - **IEC 62716**: II, IP65
  - **Conform to DIBt Baufachsichtliche Regelungen and rules of roasters**: conform to the rules of Technischen Baubestimmungen schwer entflammbar, Fire Class 1 gem. UNI 9177
  - **VSG-Safety glass Dl EN 12150, higher heat and burst stability, high breaking stability and strongness, small glas break parts (crumb formation)**: Certification of the mounting mechanism conform to CSTB Eu conditions

---

**Performance data are approximate values. The performance of the cells changes from batch to batch due to technical progress. The colors of the delivered products may also differ from the illustrations. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.**

---

All illustrations in this catalog are similar. Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect with anthracite. In the case of polycrystalline, colors and structures are always different due to the naturally grown crystal structures. Every shingle is unique.

---

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Number of tiles per m²</strong></th>
<th><strong>Installed Power per m²</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>108.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>88.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>80.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>93.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effective Power with SLV**

- **WAVE-Anthracite**: 2, 9.86, 20.8, 12.0
- **WAVE-Slate/Crystall**: 2, 8.0, 18.2, 12.0
- **WAVE-Silver/Gray/Crystall**: 2, 8.0, 18.2, 12.0
- **WAVE-Dark Gray**: 2, 7.33, 18.2, 12.0
- **WAVE-Tile Red**: 2, 8.50, 17.6, 12.0
- **WAVE-other colors**: 2, 8.50, 17.6, 12.0

---

**Low light performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em><em>Intensity Vmpp</em> (W/m²)</em>*</th>
<th><strong>%</strong></th>
<th><em><em>Impp</em> (%)</em>*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Performance guarantee for monocrystalline cells**: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity
Clean environment means ... life quality
The classic roofing in the Mediterranean style and for historical, listed buildings
The powerful
Maximum yield from each $m^2$
The original beaver, the monument beaver
Same format with 380x180mm, as conventional beavers.
The roof can be laid with pure SolteQ beaver tiles with active
and passive elements. Alternatively, it can be combined with
real tone beavers.

Available in all listed color combinations.
Frameless
The great frameless design „fish scales pattern“ makes your roof a gem. The frameless design not only looks great, it also helps keep the tiles clean. It has no edge where water can accumulate and become almost insoluble when drying the dirt. The water flows off completely. The modules or PV shingles are made of glass, which does not rot and therefore looks like new even after many years. With built-in self-cleaning effect!

Modular construction
The SolteQ Beaver system has a modular design and can be optimally adapted to almost any roof. Blind shingles for the north side, walk-on shingles with steps and cuttable elements make the system extremely flexible.

Holistic roof system
The SolteQ-Beaver-PV-Dachschindel product range covers the entire roof with the south, but also the north, west and east sides, ie the entire roof of the house. In the edge areas of the roof, half elements arise. For this purpose, half elements with the same appearance, but without solar cells are available. Half and whole elements without integrated cells are also available for the north side, if this side of the roof is not exposed to sunlight. This ensures that the entire roof is given a uniform look. … just a complete roof system.

lightweight
Normal roof tiles or shingles have a weight of 50-80 kg per Square meters. A SolteQ Beaver PV roof shingle has only a weight of 1.3 kg. Per square meter results in a weight of only about 16 kg. Excellent for new construction and renovation.

Self-cleaning effect
The glass of bricks has an anti-stick surface, from the water and thus the dirt rolls off. Even after 40 years your new roof will look like almost new! Always clean, always high yields. … always in harmony with the house and nature
The Mediterranean type:
SolteQ Biber Terracotta PV Tile

„Terracotta“ is the classic colour that has always been mounted on roofs in the Mediterranean region. Even in Roman times houses were protected against the elements by burnt clay tile’s. This SolteQ tile is particularly well suited to the Mediterranean regions of Europe where its coloured accents and overall look is totally in keeping with the areas historical heritage. Subtle and elegant colours for your new Energy Roof.

... the right roof for every type of house.

Also suitable for
East / west roofs

Due to the light-amplification effect of the prismatic glass surface the tiles exhibit outstanding low-light behaviour, that is of real benefit for all roof orientations but is of particular benefit when east/west roofs are used since the reduced light levels in these orientations can also be fully utilised. Studies have shown that up to 80% of the comparable performance of the south side can be achieved by an east/west roof combination.
The Mediterranean type: SolteQ Biber Toscana PV Tile

The „Toscana“ tile is unique, since each individual tile has its own unique look due to the crystalline structure of the PV cells. The overall effect is aesthetically pleasing, a look inspired by the Mediterranean.

Also suitable for East / west roofs

Due to the light-amplification effect of the prismatic glass surface the tiles exhibit outstanding low-light behaviour, that is of real benefit for all roof orientations but is of particular benefit when east/west roofs are used since the reduced light levels in these orientations can also be fully utilised. Studies have shown that up to 80% of the comparable performance of the south side can be achieved by an east/west roof combination.

Tip!

All SolteQ beaver roof tiles can be mixed and matched with each other. Thus, different roof optics can be achieved for a given roof area!
The classic type:
SolteQ Biber Anthracite PV Tile
... the perfect replacement for slate

"Anthracite" is the classic colour that is universal and timeless. Regardless of the house type or design an anthracite-coloured roof always looks great, and with an appearance that is similar to that of a real slate makes it an ideal choice for preserving the look of historical buildings and buildings of architectural significance. Because of its neutral colour, the Biber Anthracite PV roof tile suits almost every type of house from period dwellings to ultra-modern state of the art houses.

You will enjoy yours for years

... the right roof for every type of house.
SolteQ beaver and SolteQ wood - the new energy roof in classic and Mediterranean style
Especially regions and objects that were previously not approved for photovoltaic reasons for aesthetic or aesthetic reasons, can now also enjoy the benefit of a highly effective photovoltaic system and generate energy itself. SolteQ’s PV roof shingles have been specially designed to make a roof-integrated PV system look like a fancy roof rather than a conventional PV system. The range of SolteQ roof shingles sees a classic roof with conventional shingles, such as Slate or clay pans in the Old Romanesque style, deceptively similar and are therefore ideally suited for these regions. For areas in which „blue modules“ or modern optics were previously not allowed, SolteQ PV roof shingles open up completely new possibilities.

**SolteQ-Beaver - The ideal alternative for the preservation of monuments:**
Roof tiles as a classic plain tile, slate or wood look and with energy generation
After all, heritage-protected buildings also need energy today. The SolteQ power roof provides a way to maintain the historic look of the building while still generating electricity. Even 1,000-year-old buildings, which are under absolute monument protection, belong to our customer objects. Take advantage of the free energy of the sun to provide your „castle“ with high energy or heating needs completely free.

Dimensions: approx. 18 x 25 cm
cell type: monocrystalline
Output per m²:
Brick red: ca. 127 Wp / m²,
anthracite: ca. 142 Wp / m²,
24.75 shingles / m²
BIBER - Variants

SolteQ-Biber Tilered
SolteQ-Biber Toscana
SolteQ-Biber Tilered/Violet
SolteQ-Biber Tilered/Camouflage
Preserving the buildings aesthetics with hidden photovoltaics? It works!

By the using a combination of tiles with different shades e.g. Sand and brown, or brick red and sand or anthracite, results in a fantastic looking roof with a Mediterranean feel.
Please note that the various tile colours on offer are not coloured pigments or coloured films that would reduce light transmission and thus tile performance, but rather they are produced as a result of “surface passivation” of the surface structure of the silicon cells. A chemical process is used to produce the desired colour effect which can be varied depending on the chemicals used. The colours of our tiles are therefore dependent on this manufacturing process which may result in slight colour variations from one production run of tiles to the next. Please therefore note that the colours of the tiles in this brochure are as accurate as can be based on the colour tolerances of our manufacturing process.
You love the special?

SolteQ-Biber with wood structure
SolteQ beaver with slate structure
Biber500

Nominal roof slope 10-90°
Minimum roof slope 3°
Biber380

Nominal roof slope 10-90°
Minimum roof slope 3°

Height in sight 27cm
23cm - 29.5cm

Standard-Battens
24x48mm
30x50mm
40x60mm

Batten Top Distance normal: 27cm

18 cm
4mm
Let the sun into your house!

Free electricity?
No more electricity costs?
Yes of course!
The sun makes it possible!

Your roof has more energy than you think, enough in fact to make all your energy bills a thing of the past.

Are you still looking for an energy solution?
Then harness the power of the sun!
It lays on your roof.
**Easy construction**
The tiles are attached directly to the roof battens and do not require any further aluminum substructure. On the back there is just one storm clip. Just clip it in and you’re done! And you have a waterproof, great looking roof that’s full of energy.

**Maximum roof utilization**
Due to the frameless nature of the tiles and their small size, maximum coverage of the entire roof is achievable. In addition the tiles are overlapped during installation which results in the PV cells lying very close to each other over the entire roof surface thereby ensuring maximum utilisation of the available area for power generation.

**Optimum cooling through perfect ventilation**
Solar cells become warm during operation, as do normal passive clay tiles when exposed to warm sunlight. However the laying pattern of the SolteQ Biber tiles not only ensure the roof looks great but also ensures optimum cooling through natural convection. Cool air enters at the eaves of the roof and exits at the bottom of each tile and the ridge. The cooling effect is therefore much better than with on-roof systems where the air is static. All the tiles on a SolteQ roof have the benefit of being cooled individually. Perfect ventilation, thus more yield!

**More stable than a normal clay tile roofing**
Tested and certified with a pressure and suction load of 50kg per beaver tile!
Storm and weatherproof
Storm clip on each tile!
Rain protection is guaranteed even in driving rain and the strongest of storms. The standard fixing on the back of each tile acts as storm clip that holds the tile firmly even in the most extreme of weather conditions.

Hailproof
The Biber PV roof tile is resistant to larger hailstones and even meets the increased Swiss requirements for hail protection class 3.

100% rainproof
Each tile has a patented special seal on the side with multiple sealing lips, which reliably prevents the ingress of water at these points. However, the actual function zone is located on the back of the seal, protected against weather and UV radiation. There are two drainage channels, which safely conducts even the least penetrating water to the next shingle, thus ensuring 100% rainproofness. The material of the special seal is the high-quality and UV-resistant EPDM with a minimum lifespan of more than 70 years. The only area that is open to the elements is the small rear ventilation opening at the lower edge of the tile. Only in extreme stormy conditions is there a small possibility that water is pushed up through the vent. This also happens with a normal tile roof, and is even good for the roof, because some moisture is good for the battens. These small amounts are absorbed by the underlay. So the roof is 100% rainproof and 95% waterproof.

100% waterproof
The SolteQ energy roof with its PV roof tiles is 100% waterproof, weatherproof and stable. The PV tiles provide rain protection and mechanical protection. Where 100% water resistance is desired, it can be achieved very easily and conveniently by means of a vapor-permeable, water-resistant underlay. This ensures 100% rain protection and 100% waterproofness.

100% stability
The SolteQ energy roof is both more stable and stronger than a normal roof, capable of withstanding loads of up to 850kg per m². One of the fundamental design elements that enables the roof to be stable and able to withstand such loads is the rubber seal fitted to the back of the tile, that not only seals the roof against water ingress but provides stability to the whole roof skin as well as acting as an expansion joint. This patented seal is designed to act as a mechanical spring that constantly adjusts to the horizontal and vertical movements of the tiles, improving their stability in all prevailing weather conditions for the life of the roof.

Highest wind suction safety
Current standards prescribe a wind load or tensile force of 15kg per tile.. The SolteQ roof tile is tested and certified with 50kg per tile.

The SolteQ energy roof is more safe and stable than a normal roof!
For
- Electricity production
- Electricity storage
- Heat Energy production
- Heat storage
- Optimized usage of electricity
- Optimized usage of heat energy
- Smart Energy Management
L.S.T.W.

Let’s Save The World
**Holistic roof system**

The SolteQ-Beaver-PV tile product line is a complete roof system for the entire roof. A typical roof in the UK or Europe would have active tiles fitted to the south facing roof element, and passive tiles fitted to the north, east and west facing roof elements. Therefore all roof faces are covered with SolteQ tiles, which create a holistic looking roof that not only looks great but is also full of energy. The passive tile elements have the same appearance as the active tiles but without solar cells, this approach ensures that the entire roof has a uniform look.

... just a complete roof system.

---

**Active tiles**
for the south side (north side in Southern Hemisphere).

**Passive tiles**
(same material, same look, without cells)

---

**Also suitable for east / west roofs**

Due to the light-amplification effect of the prismatic glass surface and their outstanding low-light behaviour, the SolteQ beaver roof tiles are also very well suited for the east and west facing roofs where they are able to take full advantage of the reduced light condition’s. Studies have shown that east/ west roofs can typically produce up to 90% of the output of that achieved from a south facing roof. Half and quarter elements (passive) for the edge areas and for accommodating windows and dormers (same material, same look, but without PV cells)

**Demand-oriented performance adjustment**

The sunny side of the roof can be fully covered with active tiles for maximum energy production. If however the energy required is less than what would be achieved by maximising the active area available, the area covered by the active tiles can be reduced and the passive area increased accordingly, therefore the roof can be designed to meet the customer’s specific power requirements yet still maintaining a great look.

---

Back:
Storm hooks on each solar tile and high quality EPDM gasket
The Energy roof with Biber PV Roof Tiles
The look of one of the oldest forms of roof tile.

Good looking, simple and elegant, the beaver-tail can cover a wide variety of roofs. This SolteQ tile is based on what many consider to be one of the first roof tiles to have ever existed, a tile that has been around and protecting houses in Europe for more than 3,000 years.

The SolteQ-Biber Tile is the latest incarnation of these historic tiles, a tile that can be a clay tile substitute with the added functionality of solar cells, all integrated within a great looking direct roofing material.

---

**Beaver 500**
The longer look

Dimensions: ca. 18 x 50 cm
Power per m²:
- Tile red: ca. 139 Wp / m²
- Anthracite: ca. 155 Wp / m²
13.6 Shingles / m² (inclusive of max SLV)

**Beaver 380**
The shorter look

Dimensions: ca. 18 x 38 cm
Power per m²:
- Tile red: ca. 126 Wp / m²
- Anthracite: ca. 146 Wp / m²
24.75 Shingles / m² (inclusive of max SLV)
A roof to suit all tastes

The “SolteQ-Beaver-PV-Roof” range is available in a variety of different shades. The choice is yours, simply choose your desired and not only enhance the look of your house but also make your energy bills a thing of the past.

Available color styles

- a) Anthracite
- b) Lavender
- c) Blue
- d) Forest green
- e) Terracotta
- f) Burgundy red
- special colors:
  - h) Silver (poly)
  - i) gold (poly)

Cells:
- Anthracite: mono crystalline
- All others: polycrystalline

Clean Energy is the future!
... but stylish and safe!

The SolteQ Energy Roof combines aesthetics, energy and safety in one great looking product.
Biber500
500x180mm
anthracite: ca. 9.86 Wp
tiled: ca. 8.50 Wp
Number/m²: 14
Power /m²: 161 Wp (LLE)
Batten distance: 40cm

Biber380-Classic
380x180mm
anthracite: ca. 4.93 Wp
tiled: ca. 4.25 Wp
Number/m²: 20.83
Power /m²: 146 Wp (LLE)
Batten distance: 23cm

Biber380-Rectangle
380x180mm
anthracite: ca. 4.93 Wp
tiled: ca. 4.25 Wp
Number/m²: 20.83
Power /m²: 102 / 123.3* Wp
Batten distance: 17/23cm
Height covering: 4cm
This is sufficient because there is no capillary action by distance.
-> Can be used as a double cover without rubber seals

Biber380-Segment cut
380x180mm
anthracite: ca. 4.93 Wp
tiled: ca. 4.25 Wp
Number/m²: 22.83
Power /m²: 102 / 123.3* Wp
Batten distance: 17/23cm
Height covering: 4cm
This is sufficient because there is no capillary action by distance.
-> Can be used as a double cover without rubber seals

Biber380-Radiant cut
380x180mm
anthracite: ca. 4.93 Wp
tiled: ca. 4.25 Wp
Number/m²: 20.83
Power /m²: 102 / 123.3* Wp
Batten distance: 17/23cm
Height covering: 4cm
This is sufficient because there is no capillary action by distance.
-> Can be used as a double cover without rubber seals

Beaver with maximum area performance
Church beaver
monument beaver

Each beaver variant can be delivered in the colors listed.

Plain tile, the oldest tile shape

By default, these variants are delivered with intermediate seal, which serves for rain protection and as an expansion joint.
Plain Tiles in classic double cover, without gasket

Biber 180x380 Anthracite
as double covering

Biber 180x380 Anthracite - Plus
as double covering

Biber 380-double coverage
380x180mm
ca. 3.0 Wp
Number/m²: 31
Power /m²: 95,5 Wp
Power /m² with LLE: 114,6 Wp
Batten distance: 14-16cm
Height covering: 8cm
Beaver Tile 380x180mm, double coverage

Battens: 24x48mm

Batten Ton Distance
14 - 16 cm

Height overlapping = 80mm

15mm

Screw Height
19.5cm

Height in sight
15cm

Standard Battens
24x48mm
30x50mm
40x60mm

Nominal roof slope 10-90°
Minimum roof slope 3°

Easy installation. Each tile has its own storm hook on the back.
Old building roof renovation
With its historic tile appearance, the SolteQ Biber system is ideally suited for the renovation of old buildings, which would otherwise not be suitable for conventional PV systems both visually and because of weight constraints. Roof dormers, projections and other special features can be easily addressed, thanks to the small and flexible format of the Biber PV tiles and the accessories.

Rustic, classic look - beaver tail
From a distance, the PV roof tile is virtually indistinguishable from a classic clay roof. In addition, the tiles are extremely light in weight (14kg / m²) making them ideal for roof renovation projects involving historical and listed buildings, together with many other applications.

SolteQ-planning aid
We are at your side during the planning phase. For easy and quick planning, there are also several free tools available. As a retailer, you can use the quotation tool to create an offer for your customers within minutes. At the same time, graphical tools are available to cover the roof with PV tiles. For projects, we help you to plan and assemble the required components.

Easy installation due to handy format
The format of our tiles allows easy and quick installation of a roof in a very short time.

SolteQ Installation Service
During all phase’s of the project we will be there to provide assistance. We will also provide site construction support where required.

Easy installation with variable accordion effect
The SolteQ energy roof with Biber PV tiles have vertical adjustment due to the overlapping nature of the tiles. This overlapping allows the SolteQ energy roof system to be optimally adapted to any roof. The installation is completed in the same way in which a traditional beaver tail tile is installed:
Hook into the battens - fix with screw - done!

Storm safe
The SolteQ Biber PV roof tile is totally storm-proof. Due to the rear, centrally located fixing, the tiles cannot lift even in a storm. The tiles are also fitted with a special seal, which prevents the wind from getting under the tile and causing it to lift. In stormy weather conditions, the wind suction on the leeward side of the roof is a problem for the majority of roof’s. However the storm hooks fitted to the Biber roof tiles ensure the tiles are as secure as they possibly can be and can withstand the most extreme weather conditions.

Hail Safe
The SolteQ PV roof shingle meets the requirements of the current German and European hail resistance standards and even the higher criteria laid down by the Swiss Standards.
Bat dormers

The Biber range of tiles is particularly well suited to more complex roofs which include such features such as Bat dormers. SolteQ PV roof shingles have been developed in conjunction with roofers and are therefore recognised and accepted by the roofing trade throughout Europe. The Biber tiles create not only a fantastic looking roof for your home, but in addition they provide you with a huge amount of free energy from our Sun.
The large roof area of a house represents an enormous source of thermal energy. If two solar thermal vacuum collectors with an area of approx. 3m² are sufficient to meet the hot water demand of a typical detached house, imagine the amount of additional energy there is available if the whole area of your roof were to be utilised as a heat source. Why not use this heat energy, energy that is otherwise simply wasted. The other benefit from utilising this energy is that the PV tiles are cooled which increases their efficiency for power generation. The warm air behind the tiles is extracted by means of a heat pump and used for heat recovery, even in winter.

Double benefit:
- a) Heat energy for heating + hot water => more electricity is at your disposal
- b) Cooling of the PV shingles => better efficiency and thus more power output
**Perfect ventilation**

The simple yet sophisticated design of the SolteQ Beaver PV Roof System ensures great looks and highest yields. The special arrangement ensures optimal ventilation which ensures that the roof tiles are optimally cooled and also minimise unwanted heat transfer into the house.

... the perfect in-roof PV system!

---

**Installation**

The Biber tiles are fixed to the wooden battens by an engineered stainless steel screw complete with special washer.

---

**Storm hook on the back**

A Factory-fitted stainless steel metal hook is fitted to the back of each tile which not only secures the tile to the batten but also acts as a storm hook. Stability: 50kg per tile wind uplift, more than three times as stable as the standards demand (standard = 15kg).

---

**Dimensions:**

- 500 mm
- 180 mm

---

Send us an email - we are happy to help:

info@solteq.uk
Technical specification

BASIC DATA AND MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick type</td>
<td>SolteQ-Beaver tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell material Anthracite:</td>
<td>Monocrystalline / Colored cells: Polycrystalline silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell size</td>
<td>156 x 156 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick dimensions</td>
<td>500x180 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick per m²</td>
<td>s. Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>ca. 0.6 - 0.88 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight per m²</td>
<td>ca. 12 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>single module rear ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>MC 4 compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting cables</td>
<td>2x ca. 10 cm, 2.5mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass diodes</td>
<td>1 safety diode in each brick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass thickness / glass type approx.</td>
<td>4 mm, including prismatic (standard) or alternatively wood / slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical load</td>
<td>8,500 Pa (= 850 kg / m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back laminate</td>
<td>UV and weatherproof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof pitch</td>
<td>pitched roof / flat roof / facade 3 - 90 °</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELECTRICAL DATA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power per shingle</td>
<td>Monocrystalline (std.) / Polycrystallin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power per m² (with SLV *)</td>
<td>4.8 - 9.6 Wp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>ca. 16 - 22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance tolerance at STC</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. System voltage</td>
<td>1000 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>1.2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>8.75 - 9.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage</td>
<td>1.12 - 1.42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-circuit current</td>
<td>8.8 - 9.8 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td>-40 °C to +85 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 15 years</td>
<td>90% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 25 years</td>
<td>85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 40 years</td>
<td>80% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorstl. Product life</td>
<td>&gt; 50 years with&gt; 85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product warranty</td>
<td>5 years, expandable to 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare parts guarantee:</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance guarantee:</td>
<td>for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UOC</td>
<td>- 0.33 ± 0.02 %/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>+ 0.04 ± 0.0015 %/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMPP</td>
<td>- 0.41 ± 0.05 %/K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDARD TESTING CONDITIONS (STC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E=1000W/m²</td>
<td>AM=1,5 T=25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire classe - Module/Shingle -</td>
<td>Solar module Glass, Tempered, Prismatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPT-Foil (Rear):</td>
<td>PYE/PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specials</td>
<td>Safety hang up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA - separate data sheet of the SolteQ-BFA-System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Count of Modules</td>
<td>no limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificates</td>
<td>TPS Intercert, RETI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Button Specification</td>
<td>EN54-11, Typ B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conform to Standards</td>
<td>VDE0100-537, IEC60364-5-537, VDE0100-537 and E VDE-AR-E 2100-700-(2010-09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701, DIN 1055-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windload</td>
<td>CEN/TR 15601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain proofness</td>
<td>IEC 61215, Extension Swisserland: Hail resistance class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hail class</td>
<td>IEC 62716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia corrosion test:</td>
<td>II, IP65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection class</td>
<td>conform to DIBt Bauaufsichtliche Regelungen and rules of roofers describe the product as a class II, IP65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German standards</td>
<td>conform to DIBt Bauaufsichtliche Regelungen and rules of roofers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>konform nach den Regeln der Technischen Baubestimmungen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire safety</td>
<td>schwer entflammbar, Fire Class 1 gem. UNI 9177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking safety:</td>
<td>VSG-Safety glass DIN EN 12150, higher beat and burst stability, high breaking stability and strongness, small glass break parts (crumb formation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance guarantee: for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity

Integrated safety! Power roof with factory-installed fire brigade switch SolteQ-BFA safety shutting down fire brigade and maintenance!
A clean environment means ...
Improved quality of life
Get a new roof for only

40, - Euro

per month during the financing period.

After the financing period receive

280, - Euro

per month to supplement your pension.

This is an example, which can become a realisation on engaging with one of our consultants. You finance with the savings you make from your energy bills and where applicable feed-in tariffs. Your new roof. After financing, the roof will have completely paid for itself and it will effectively have cost you nothing. After that, it will bring you an income. Why should you do this? Because you know it makes sense.
Historic Buildings

Roofing with energy
also for listed buildings

From German regional offices
certified for historic preservation
Solar energy and historic preservation

Our monuments are valuable testimony to history. They create identity and shape the appearance of cities, villages and entire regions. They improve our quality of life and for this we owe them a great deal. For this reason, monument protection and monument preservation are among the most important of our cultural obligations. At the same time cultural monuments are part of our social and economic life in the present. Many monuments are still inhabited or are alternatively still an integral part of everyday life. Preservation and preservation of monuments is primarily about a respectful and contemporary use. Only in this way can we succeed in preserving our architectural heritage for the future. The installation of solar systems can also form part of a respectful and sympathetic use of architectural monuments. If solar cells existed 2,000 years ago, we would see them on the roofs today. Historical buildings should be allowed to benefit from the up-to-date generation of energy that is available today, particularly since these are the buildings that can benefit the most from cheap, clean energy. This brochure is intended to show that heritage protection and solar energy are not mutually exclusive.

SolteQ aspires to develop an acceptable solution for listed buildings that is very close to the original look of the building. All of our tiles are made in-house and therefore the quality of tiles required for historical and monument-protected buildings is guaranteed. Tiles which come very close to the original roof covering, from both a size and shape perspective and also from a colour perspective. With the introduction of a SolteQ Energy Roof, even the most sensitive of historical buildings can become energy self-sufficient and produce clean electricity and heating energy that can make energy bills a thing of the past.

Our energy roof tiles have been designed to be very close to traditional slate or beaver roofing. We develop energy roofs which are designed to be sympathetic and in keeping with the conservation of monuments. Our goal is that even protected buildings can move with the times and use renewable energies. We attach great importance to safety and preventive fire protection. Our energy roof systems are equipped with a fire shutdown facility, which ensures 100% safety for the historical building.

Photovoltaic and solar thermal in one

The SolteQ Energy Roof combines photovoltaics for electricity generation and solar thermal for heat for heating and hot water. From a distance, neither the photovoltaic system or the solar thermal system can be seen. The combination of an air / water heat pump and the hot air from under the roof tiles serves to produce heat energy that can be stored and utilised for space heating and hot water heating. And all completely free. Improve the aesthetics and functionality of your historical renovation project by investing in a SolteQ Energy Roof.
Roof tiles as a replacement for Slate but with energy for historical buildings

Series SolteQ Quad with slate look and beautiful surface finish.

The Quad series with its slate-like appearance is available in different variants, a variant to suit every roof scape. The toughened glass tiles are prismatic with an anti-reflective surface which is appealing to the eye and to the touch. Anthracite-coloured monocrystalline cells provide maximum energy with a look that closely resembles that of real slate. When viewed from ground level the fine silver stripes are no longer visible, you only see a great looking anthracite-coloured roof, one that looks like slate.

**Quad5-1cell**
The "single cell" roof tile.  
The appearance is comparable to the fine slate roofing of historic castles and palaces.  
The tiles are supplied in multiples of 5.  
Dimensions: ca. 20 x 20 cm  
Cell type: monocrystalline  
Power per m²: ca.148 Wp

**Quad18-4cell**
The "4-cell"roof tile,  
The appearance is also comparable to a slate roofing with a medium structure.  
Dimensions: ca. 36 x 36 cm  
Cell type: monocrystalline  
Power per m²: ca.155 Wp

**Quad40-9cell**
With 9 highly efficient cells, the Quad-40 tile delivers maximum performance. This variant is recommended for larger roof areas.  
Dimensions: ca. 54 x 54 cm  
Cell type: monocrystalline  
Power per m²: ca.177.48 Wp
Especially important for listed buildings:
Fire Prevention!
Energy roof with factory integrated fire station switch
SolteQ-BFA-safety shutdown for fire brigade and maintenance!

Delivery condition of the 1-cell

SolteQ German cover anthracite, combined with real slate
SolteQ German cover rock gray, combined with real slate
Historic buildings can also benefit from the free energy of our sun

SolteQ PV roof tiles provide a look that is very close to the original look of the roof.

The Beaver Tail Series has the same dimensions (500 x 180 mm or 380 x 180 mm and thickness of approx. 18 mm) as a well-proven beaver cover in the historical style. The offered colour variants can be mixed with each other as desired, so that the original look of the building can be replicated as closely as possible. The fine silver stripes becoming invisible when the roof is viewed from ground level.
30% unserer einheimischen Vögel fliegen nicht mehr in den Süden.

30% der hier verbleibenden Vögel finden im Winter nichts zu essen. Warum?

Weil WIR 90% der Wälder gerodet haben.

Deswegen ist es unsere Pflicht, unsere Mitgeschöpfe zu versorgen, so wie wir uns selbst versorgen.

Helfen Sie mit und tun Sie Gutes!
Jeder, der einen Garten oder Balkon hat, kann ein schönes Futterhäuschen aufhängen und das herrliche Bild geniessen, mit welcher Freude unsere kleinen Freunde das Futter geniessen.

Mach’ mit!
Crown coverage with help from passive tiles
Sympathetic shades

SolteQ PV roof tiles can be combined to provide a variety of colour shades, which serve to enhance the look of even the most impressive buildings.

Ideal for the restoration & protection of Historical Buildings!

Up to 36% higher yield, compared to a conventional rooftop PV system!

The SolteQ Energy Roof as an aid to the preservation of Historic Buildings

SolteQ’s mission is to promote energy renewables on a global basis, a philosophy that has its roots in creating a cleaner planet that is no longer reliant on fossil fuels for energy production. The preservation of historic buildings and monuments is seen as an integral part of this philosophy by ensuring that buildings of historical significance are able to benefit from clean green energy, energy from an advanced roofing concept that also serves to protect the building from the elements. Historical buildings require huge amounts of energy, both electricity and heat, both of which can be provided by the SolteQ Energy Roof. Here at SolteQ we are constantly striving to develop new products that increase the choice of roofing solutions available for historical buildings, roof tiles that not only look in keeping with the buildings aesthetics but also enable them to become self-sufficient in energy.

If SolteQ existed 2,000 years ago, then historic roofs would be covered with SolteQ roof tiles.
German craftsmanship
Real German cover with solar
SolteQ solar roof tile for combination with real slate as genuine German cover in bow cut or universal cut

**Monument Protection with Solar - Extrem**
Our SolteQ engineers think about using the sun’s energy in every area. The focus is always on the highest possible effectiveness and maximum aesthetics. So even managed to move an ancient type of slate roofing, namely the historical German cover, as a pure solar energy roof, or to combine SolteQ solar shingles with real slate. SolteQ solar roof shingles - German cover can be laid either purely with SolteQ assets and passive shingles, or with real shale or cheap fiber cement shingles from manufacturers such as Eternit, Creaton and others.

**German Tiles**
The German or Old German cover are also called the „Queen of the Deckarten“. They are the most technically demanding type of cover. Such a slate roof is artfully formed in the details and is one of the top achievements of the roofing trade. Characteristic in this type of cover is the use of cover stones of different height and width, which creates a cover image full of harmony and liveliness. The result is unique in any case: No cover succeeds like another, the roof is individually noble, a real unique. Due to its variability, the German Cover is particularly suitable for demanding and complicated roof geometries.

According to the weather direction available for left and right coverage
Lead angle: 0-45 °
Lifetime expectancy: > 100 years

**1-Cell - 30x30cm**
Bow cut laying
SolteQ solar shingles
German-cover-slate effect / crystal
Resection

Can be combined with real slate for the passive surfaces.

SolteQ solar shingles
German-covered rock Gray
Resection

Can be combined with fiber-cement panels in German coverage
Technical specification

**BASIC DATA AND MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION**

- **Tile type**: German tiles
- **Cell material**: Monocrystalline / polycrystalline silicon
- **Cell size**: 156 x 156 mm
- **Brick dimensions**: 300x330 mm
- **Tiles per m²**: ca. 20,25
- **Weight approx.**: 0.8 kg
- **Weight per m²**: ca. 19,8kg
- **Cooling**: single module rear ventilation
- **Connector**: MC 4 compatible
- **Connecting cables**: 1/2x ca. 40 cm, 2.5mm²
- **Bypass diodes**: 1 safety diode in each tile
- **Glass thickness / glass type**: ca. 4 mm, including prismatic (standard) or
- **Mechanical load**: 8,500 Pa (= 850 kg / m²)
- **Back laminate**: UV and weatherproof
- **Roof pitch**: pitched roof / flat roof / facade 3 - 90 °

**ELECTRICAL DATA**

- **Monocrystalline (std.) / polycrystalline (all colors)**
- **Rated power per shingle**: S. Table
- **Rated power per m² (with SLV *)**: S. Table
- **Efficiency**: ca. 16 - 22 %
- **Performance tolerance at STC**: + 5%
- **Max. System voltage**: 1000 V DC
- **Rated voltage**: 1.2V
- **Rated current**: 8.75 - 9.0 A.
- **Short-circuit current**: 8.8 - 9.8 A.
- **Operating temperature range**: -40 °C to +85 °C
- **Power 15 years**: 90% of rated power
- **Power 25 years**: 85% of rated power
- **Power 40 years**: 80% of rated power
- **Estimated Product life time**: > 40 years with > 85% of rated power
- **Product warranty**: 5 years, expandable to 20 years
- **Spare parts guarantee**: 30 years
- **Performance guarantee**: for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycristalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity

**TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT**

- **UOC**: - 0.32 ± 0.02% / K
- **ISC**: + 0.043 ± 0.0015% / K
- **PMPP**: - 0.41 ± 0.05% / K

**STANDARD TEST CONDITIONS (STC)**

- **E=1000W/m²**: AM=1,5 T=25°C
- **Fire protection class - PV shingle - Front**: Solar module glass, tempered / prismatic
- **Back side**: PYE / PET (polyethylene terephthalate)
- **Mech. safety suspension**: Tested to ANSI / UL94

**DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA**

- **Max. Count of Modules**: no limit
- **Certificates**: TPS Intercert, RETI
- **Emergency Button Specification**: EN54-11, Typ B
- **Conform to Standards**: VDE0100-537, IEC60364-5-537_VDE0100-537 and E VDE-AR-E 2100-712:((2010-09))

**CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -**

- **Certificate**: CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701 DIN 1055-4 CENTR 15601 IEC 61215, Extension Swizzerland: Hail resistance class 3
- **Ammonia corrosion test**: IEC 62716 II, IP65
- **Fire safety**: conform to DIBt Bauaufsichtliche Regelungen and rules of roofers
- **Breaking safety**: konform nach den Regeln der Liste der Technischen Baubestimmungen schwer entflammbar, Fire Class 1 gem. UNI 9177
- **VSG-Safety glass DIN EN 12150, higher beat and burst stability, high breaking stability and strongness, small glass break parts (crumb formation)**
- **Certification of the mounting mechinsm conform to CSTB Eu conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low light performance*)</th>
<th>Number of cells</th>
<th>Performance per tile</th>
<th>Efficiency [%]</th>
<th>Number of tiles per m²</th>
<th>Installed Power per m²</th>
<th>Effective Power with SLV *)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vmpp*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,93</td>
<td>20,8</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>122,02</td>
<td>146,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impp*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>99,00</td>
<td>118,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cells</td>
<td>Infinity-Anthracite -60x33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>99,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency [%]</td>
<td>Infinity-Slate/ Crystall -60x33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>99,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tiles per m²</td>
<td>Infinity-Silver/ Grey/Crystall -60x33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>99,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installed Power per m²</td>
<td>Infinity-Dark Gray -60x33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>99,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Power with SLV *)</td>
<td>Infinity-Tile Red -60x33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,25</td>
<td>17,6</td>
<td>20,25</td>
<td>105,19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance data are approximate values. The performance of the cells changes from batch to batch due to technical progress.
The colors of the delivered products may also differ from the illustrations. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.

* These electr. Parameters are typical averages from historical production data. Future production batches may differ. This also applies to color deviations.

All illustrations in this catalog are similar. Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect with anthracite.
In the case of polycrstalline, colors and structures are always different due to the naturally grown crystal structures. Every shingle is unique.
Roof pays off itself

You will receive an offer from us with a profitability calculation from which it becomes clear that the SolteQ energy roof is the only roof that pays for itself. And not only that it actually earns you money over its lifetime.

Example:
A conventional roof with e.g. Clay tiles cost money. The same amount will come in 20 years on top again for the financing with interest. This money is gone!

The money you spend on a SolteQ roof will come back!
As:
A SolteQ solar roof earns the cost of its purchase during the same period and pays for itself in a short time, e.g. after 12 or 14 years. The entire roof!

Then it still earns 200 or 400, - € per month for you. And that for another 20 or 40 years.

What more do you want?

Roof covers construction costs

You will receive an offer from us with a profitability calculation, which shows that the SolteQ energy roof essentially reduces the overall construction cost of the building over its lifetime. In the course of a house financing period of say 30 years, the roof earns a lot of money. It can pay for itself completely after 12 or 14 years and then continues to earn you money.

What more do you want?

The money is coming back!

Example:

Roof area: 150m² (north / south, 50% active)
Your future energy costs (electricity + heating): 0.- Euro
You even get money on it:
Annual profit, despite financing: 2,430 Euro
Annual profit without financing: 4,600 euros per year

What more do you want?
The practical roof tile
Interlocking Energy Tiles

Can be combined with conventional concrete roof tiles

SolteQ is revolutionizing the world of power generation with clean energy systems. Our engineers are constantly developing the best and most effective ways to improve our product range. To that end we have developed a new PV tile that can interface directly with readily available concrete interlocking roofing tiles. So the active area of the roof will consist of SolteQ Interlocking PV tiles with the passive surfaces being covered with very cost affective concrete roof tiles available from your local roofing supplier.

SolteQ-Interlocking-Tile single size:
Replace one Concrete Tile of the types:
Braas-Tegalit Type: SQ-Braas-Tegalit-SZ
Marley-Modern-Tile Type: SQ-ML-MT-SZ
Easy installation. Each brick has its own storm hook on the back.
SolteQ-Interlocking-Tile-double size

Replace two Concrete Tiles of the types:
Braas-Tegalit Typ: SQ-Braas-Tegalit-DZ
Marley-Modern-Tile Typ: SQ-ML-MT-DZ
Battens: 40x60 / 30x50 mm

Nominal roof slope 10-90°
Minimum roof slope 3°

Height in sight =35cm

Screw Height 38.6cm

Batten Top Distance 355cm (4 x 3.7m)

428mm

2x Marley Modern Tile: 578 mm
2x Braas Tegalt: 596 mm
SolteQ-Systemziegel-Schieferoptik/kristall
SolteQ-Systemziegel-Felsgrau-plus
SolteQ-Systemziegel-Ziegelrot

Lieferbar als single size oder double size
Zu sehen ist nur ein schönes Dach...
... wenn man nicht weiß, dass auch Solar dahinter steckt.
Sehen Sie den Unterschied?
Hier die Auflösung:

SolteQ-Systemziegel
Typ: SQ-TG-Anthrazit-Plus

Braas-Tegalit Betondachsteine

SolteQ-Systemziegel

Braas-Tegalit Betondachsteine
Why are we burning still oil and gas ..

... if the energy is available.
... and clean.
... and free.
SolteQ-Systemziegel
## Technical Specifications

### BASIC DATA AND MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tile type</th>
<th>SoltetQ-Interlock-Tiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell material Anthracite</td>
<td>Monocrystalline / Colored cells: Polycrystalline silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell size</td>
<td>156 x 156 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile dimensions</td>
<td>340 x 380 mm (WxH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiles per m²</td>
<td>s. Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>approx. 1.2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight per m²</td>
<td>approx. 13.2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>single module rear ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>MC-4 compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting cables</td>
<td>2x approx. 20 cm, 2.5 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass diodes</td>
<td>1 safety diode in each Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass thickness / glass type approx.</td>
<td>4 mm, including prismatic (standard) or alternatively wood / slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical load</td>
<td>8,500 Pa (= 850 kg / m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back laminate</td>
<td>UV and weatherproof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof pitch</td>
<td>pitched roof / flat roof / facade - 3 - 90 °</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ELECTRICAL DATA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monocrystalline (std.) / Polikristallin</th>
<th>S. Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power per shingle</td>
<td>S. Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>ca. 16 - 22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance tolerance at STC</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. System voltage</td>
<td>1000 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>1.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage</td>
<td>8.75 - 9.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-circuit current</td>
<td>1.12 - 1.42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td>8.8 - 9.8 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 15 years</td>
<td>-40 °C + 85 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 25 years</td>
<td>90% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 40 years</td>
<td>85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Product life time:</td>
<td>&gt; 50 years with &gt; 85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product warranty:</td>
<td>5 years, expandable to 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare parts guarantee:</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance guarantee: for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

| UOC         | - 0.33 ± 0.02% / K |
| ISC         | + 0.04 ± 0.0015% / K |
| PMPP        | - 0.41 ± 0.05% / K |

### STANDARD TESTING CONDITIONS (STC)

| E=1000W/m² | AM=1,5 T=25°C |

### Fire classe - Module/Shingle -

- Solar module Glass, Tempered, Prismatic
- TPT-Foil (Rear): PYE/PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)
- Safety hang up

### DATA SAFETY SYSTEM BFA - separate data sheet of the SoltetQ-BFA-System -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. Count of Modules</th>
<th>TPS Intercert, RETI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Button Specification</td>
<td>EN54-11, Typ B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conform to Standards</td>
<td>VDE0100-537, IEC60364-5-537, VDE0100-537 and E VDE-AR-E 2100-712:(2010-09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CERTIFICATE / Warranty - Module -

- CE, TPS Intercert (Technische Prüfstelle für Solartechnik), RETI, IEC61215, Safety IEC EN 61730, Salt corrosion tested IEC EN 61701 DIN 1055-4
- CEN/TR 15601
- IEC 61215, Extension Switzerland: Hail resistance class 3
- IEC 62716

### Windload

- Rain proofness
- Sail class
- Ammonia corrosion test: Protection class
- German standards

### Safety

- Breaking safety:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of cells</th>
<th>Performance per tile</th>
<th>Efficiency %</th>
<th>Number of tiles per m²</th>
<th>Installed Power per m²</th>
<th>Effective Power with SLV * )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Anthrazit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>20,8</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>201,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Schiefer/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Silbergrau/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Felsgrau</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Ziegelrot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17,00</td>
<td>17,6</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>144,50</td>
<td>173,40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PERFORMANCE DATA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monocrystalline (std.) / Polykristallin</th>
<th>S. Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power per m² (with SLV *)</td>
<td>S. Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>ca. 16 - 22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance tolerance at STC</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. System voltage</td>
<td>1000 V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>1.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage</td>
<td>8.75 - 9.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-circuit current</td>
<td>1.12 - 1.42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td>8.8 - 9.8 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 15 years</td>
<td>-40 °C + 85 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 25 years</td>
<td>90% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 40 years</td>
<td>85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Product life time:</td>
<td>&gt; 50 years with &gt; 85% of rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product warranty:</td>
<td>5 years, expandable to 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare parts guarantee:</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance guarantee: for monocrystalline cells: 40 years with 80% of the installed power for polycrystalline cells: 25 years with 80% of the installed capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

| UOC         | - 0.33 ± 0.02% / K |
| ISC         | + 0.04 ± 0.0015% / K |
| PMPP        | - 0.41 ± 0.05% / K |

### STANDARD TESTING CONDITIONS (STC)

| E=1000W/m² | AM=1,5 T=25°C |

### Fire classe - Module/Shingle -

- Solar module Glass, Tempered, Prismatic
- TPT-Foil (Rear): PYE/PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)
- Specials: Safety hang up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of cells</th>
<th>Performance per tile</th>
<th>Efficiency %</th>
<th>Number of tiles per m²</th>
<th>Installed Power per m²</th>
<th>Effective Power with SLV * )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Anthrazit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>20,8</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>201,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Schiefer/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Silbergrau/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Felsgrau</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Ziegelrot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17,00</td>
<td>17,6</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>144,50</td>
<td>173,40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PERFORMANCE DATA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of cells</th>
<th>Performance per tile</th>
<th>Efficiency %</th>
<th>Number of tiles per m²</th>
<th>Installed Power per m²</th>
<th>Effective Power with SLV * )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Anthrazit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>20,8</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>201,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Schiefer/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19,72</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>167,62</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Silbergrau/ Kristall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Felsgrau</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,2</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>136,00</td>
<td>163,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ-SSD-Ziegelrot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17,00</td>
<td>17,6</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>144,50</td>
<td>173,40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PERFORMANCE DATA*

Performance data are approximate values. The performance of the cells changes from batch to batch due to technical progress. The colors of the delivered products may also differ from the illustrations. Area information is indicative and depends on the final installation.

All illustrations in this catalog are similar. Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect with anthracite. In the case of polycrystalline, colors and structures are always different due to the naturally grown crystal structures. Every shingle is unique.
Look at the similarity - indistinguishable from a distance!

SålteQ-Quad40-Old English Style

Slate roof tile

Let us advise you on how to make energy bills a thing of the past. We’re here to help!
Life means ...
life quality
Energy Facade Elements
“We have to protect our nature and our roommates”
Dennis B., 7 years.
SolteQ-Facade-Elements
37x98

Design innovation with an unrivalled choice of shapes, sizes and colours is what differentiates SolteQ from other PV tile/facade manufacturers. A façade/tile to suit all situations and customer tastes. Façades & tiles manufactured in house at our manufacturing facility in Germany, facades & tiles that can even be specifically made to meet individual customer requirements.

Series Facade 37x98 ECO - Black
... chic and modern (37x98cm)

The SolteQ Manufacturing Facility
Because our factory is "in-house", we are able to respond to the most unusual of customer requests. If it is physically and technically feasible, the SolteQ team will make it happen. The illustrations shown are examples of the available colours, other colour variations are available on request. The following attributes can be re-specified to suit individual tastes:
► Colour tone
► Dimensions
► Shape
► Transparency
Semi-transparent panels are available, made from transparent glass with crystalline cells.

Facade 37x98 - Black

Facade 37x98 - Forestgreen

Facade 37x98 - Petrol

Facade 37x98 - Teracotta

Facade 37x98 - Silvergray
SolteQ Quad Series
Can be used as a roof or facade

For details, please refer to the roof chapter.
INFINITY - as Facade

Slate look infinity

SolteQ-Infinity Anthracite

SolteQ-Infinity-Slate look

SolteQ-Infinity Silvergray in fiber-cement-board look
SolteQ-Facaden-Elements 34x38 - WAVE

Natural shapes and patterns - always timeless, always chic.

- Anthracite
- Silver Grey / Slate
- Rock grey
- Tile red
The classic type:
SolteQ Biber PV tiles 500x180mm
or 380x180mm

... the perfect slate replacement

The classic type:
SolteQ Biber PV DD tiles 380x180mm
Plain Tiles without a gasket for classic double cover installation.
Fassaden-Dielen-Elemente
Montage - Stoß

Aufhängung auf Stoß auf Holz oder Alu-Unterkonstruktion
(Beispiel-Elemente)

Vertikale Montage

Stabile Halteklammer an jedem Element

Horizontale Montage

Verschiedene Oberflächen realisierbar, z.B. Schieferstruktur
Montage - Überlappend

Aufhängung Überlappend und mit Zwischendichtung aus EPDM, regelsicher auf Holz
EPDM ist 70 Jahre Witterungsbeständig, verrottungs- und UV-fest.
(Beispiel-Elemente)

Vertikale Montage

Horizontale Montage

Stabiler Sturmhaken
an jedem Element

Verschiedene Oberflächen realisierbar,
z.B. Holzstruktur
SolteQ facades elements
Standard items or custom made

Because our facades (and tiles) are manufactured “in-house” it is possible for us to respond to specific requests from both customer’s and architects. Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have a specific requirement in mind.

Brand quality from SolteQ

SolteQ roof and façade panels are used both for roofing and building cladding, providing the building with a great look that’s also full of energy. The solar energy from the façade can then be utilised for meeting building electricity demand and heating demand. Energy generation from roof and façade - this is the energy solution of the future! Available now!

Another advantage of using both tiles and façade panels is that when combined they provide clean transitions from the roof to the face of the building which enhances the overall look of the building. The facades are made of the same high quality, prismatic, impact resistant, toughened glass that our PV tiles are made of.

Other advantages and features are:
• Weathering and frost resistant
• Resistant to rot and corrosion
• Anti-adhesive surface for moss and lichen
• Pest resistant
• Durable
• Permanent colour
• Shock-resistant
• UV-resistant
• Open to diffusion
• Humidity regulating
• Insulating against heat and cold
• Preventive fire protection factory installed
• Flame retardant, hard roofing acc. DIN4102
• Breakage behaviour: Laminated safety glass DIN EN 12150, increased impact and impact resistance
• Hail protection class 3: tested with 35mm hailstones
• Manufacturer warranty: 5 years, extendable to 20 years
• Performance Guarantee: 40 years with 80% performance
• Due to the low weight, the panels are easy to install making them ideal for renovation projects
• Conforms to all the requirements of the German roofing trade
The SolteQ Energy Facade: Curtain and ventilated facade - the advantages

A façade is an ideal way to protect a building from the elements whilst at the same time providing a system that ensures good ventilation, thereby protecting against moisture. The inclusion of a façade in the design of a building offers unlimited design options and is the best choice in terms of building physics. Hardly any other wall structure can more economically meet the increasing requirements for heat, moisture, sound and fire protection. It is often used both in new construction, as well as in the renovation of old buildings.

Probably the most commonly used façade is the Curtain Ventilated Facade:

The principle
- Forms a protective outer skin
- Keeps weather and climate loads from the actual building structure
- Moisture is dissipated by circulation in a ventilation space
- Walls and insulating materials stay dry
- Very good insulation properties

And a curtain façade looks great.

In addition to the above, imagine a facade that also produces electricity.

Facade systems work better in winter
The low position of the sun in winter is ideal for facade installations. Add to this the colder air, which cools the cells perfectly. On a winter’s day with plenty of sun and cold air, a PV system can bring more yield than on a hot summer’s day. Lots of sun and cold is the perfect combination for solar energy.

A curtain ventilated façade is the perfect addition to any house or building, as is the SolteQ Energy Roof which acts like a curtain ventilated façade but in a different orientation.
Perfect insulation and protection against moisture and weather conditions for your house!

... the best addition to any house or building is a curtain-walled, ventilated façade.

Protection against wind
Wind cools the building. A curtain wall in itself provides excellent protection against windy conditions.

Protection against cold
A SolteQ energy façade with active panels ensures excellent and additional protection against the cold due to the inherent heat (radiant heat) generated by electricity production. -> less heating costs!

Protection against heat
A curtain and ventilated facade also provides protection against heating of the building due to direct sunlight. -> no air conditioning needed!

SolteQ Energy Concepts ... with feel-good guarantee!
PowerRoof

The energy roof for industry, commercial buildings and stables
The lightweight roofing solution

Roofing and photovoltaics in one.

With a weight of only 14 kg/m² combined with its ease of installation the SolteQ PowerRoof is the sensible choice for commercial roofing applications where weight, aesthetics and the added functionality of a highly efficient PV system are all available in one great product. The tiles are also particularly well suited to installations in alpine areas due to their ability to withstand high snow loads.

The SolteQ PowerRoof is made of the same top-quality materials as our Quad Energy Roof which guarantees a roof that is not only stylish looking but also full of energy.

Great looking, strong, light and full of energy... and excellent for halls with large, cantilevered roofs. In regions where designers/specifiers are struggling to meet the requirements associated with high roof loads or increased snow loads, the SolteQ PowerRoof becomes the logical choice by which mandatory planning/building permissions can be met. The minimal weight of the PV roof tiles together with the added functionality of the “defrost mode” make the whole construction lighter which results in snow loads no longer being a problem.

- Cells: monocrystalline
- Color: anthracite
- Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue effect.
- Dimensions: 1610x700/510mm
- Efficiency: approx. 20.2%
- Power: ca. 74 Wp or 185 Wp/m² with SLV/LLE: ca. 222 Wp/m²
- Voc: 17.28 V
- Isc: 8.8 A
- Product warranty: 5 years
- Performance guarantee: 40 years with 80% of the installed capacity

SLV / LLE = low light behavior (please note this figure varies depending on location)
Depending on the production batch, the cells may have a slight dark blue tinge.
Roof lights

Take advantage of the daylight, it costs nothing. The PowerRoof can incorporate individual or rows of passive transparent tiles in order to allow light into the building. Another option is for active transparent PowerRoof glass elements to be specified which generate electricity as well as allowing light into the building. The advantage of the PowerRoof system is that it is a roofing solution that utilises the whole roof area and can accommodate varying options of active, passive and transparent roof elements with no need for system transition elements such as roof hatches, etc. The result is a holistic roofing solution tailored to customers individual requirements that looks fantastic and is full of energy.

Easy construction

The roof tiles can be installed on normal roof battens (for example 40x60mm) or as an alternative aluminium profiles can be used. Due to the roofs very low weight/ m², we only need a lightweight and cost-effective support structure. The PV tiles are attached to the cross battens by means of aluminium hooks factory fitted to the back of each tile. The system is even suitable for flat roofs (providing there is an adequate fall for water drainage).

Speziell entwickelt für die Viehhaltung

Quality of life means ... satisfaction
Energy Storage

Electricity storage as the solution to total utilisation of your PV System. All housed in a great looking glass fronted cabinet.
Generate enough energy to meet your daily needs.

1. The SolteQ Energy Roof maximises the PV energy potential of your roof.
Your electric energy needs can not only be met but also exceeded by your SolteQ Roof, the roof that will not only meet all of your demands for electricity such as household lighting, household power, domestic hot water, household heating and charging your electric car but also generate you an income in countries where excess electricity can be exported back to the national grid. Electricity from your roof, electricity that costs you nothing once your roof has been paid for.

2. The SolteQ Energy Roof also utilises the solar thermal heat energy potential of your roof.
In addition to being able to support electricity generation your roof is also a huge thermal surface, a surface that is utilised by the SolteQ Energy Roof to provide heat energy for household heating and domestic hot water heating enabling complete heating energy self-sufficiency for you and your family. No more oil or gas heating bills!
Ask us for the details of our “Heating Package”.

A normal roof without PV costs you money and pays you nothing in return. This is not the case with the SolteQ Energy Roof.

The SolteQ roof costs you nothing!
... and it even saves you money every month on your energy bills! You benefit right from the start. The larger the active area, the greater the yield: A yield that commences as soon as the roof is completed and commissioned. The SolteQ power roof is even easier to install than a rooftop PV system and far nicer looking. The installation of a SolteQ Energy Roof unlike a solar panel system does not require the roof covering to be subjected to cutting and modification because the tiles themselves are the roof covering. In the case of our Quad 40 Energy Roof this requires only 4 tiles per m², just hang it, fix the single screw, done! 100% rainproof.
The SolteQ vision:
Every house has an energy roof!
The roof of the future that generates energy – available now!
Once your roof is paid for, the savings you make daily from the energy you produce is yours to keep for ever, for the life of your roof.

Take a sauna!
... with the savings made by producing your own electricity. You can afford it!

SolteQ brings the sun into the house
100% clean energy through energy roofs, but with style and with great aesthetics
Finance your new energy roof with the savings you will make from no longer having to purchase energy derived from fossil fuels, energy costs that are continually increasing year on year.

Invest in your future, a future where energy bills are a thing of the past, invest in the SolteQ Energy Roof!
The future belongs to the electric cars

Most car journeys are within a short distance of home. The current generation of electric models provide up to 400 km range on a full battery. That's enough for the trip to work, for shopping and also for excursions. The batteries are recharged overnight. How much do you spend on fuel a month? With a SolteQ Energy Roof you could also make fuel bills a thing of the past, no more fuel costs, drive for nothing. What more do you want?

SolteQ's vision is to provide each client with an optimal energy solution whilst simultaneously contributing to a cleaner planet. In order to achieve this it's not just the product that needs to be right, but the price has to be right as well. Anyone who can afford a clay tile roof can afford a SolteQ Energy Roof. Invest in your roof where your rate of return will be far better than the return from your savings account. The cost savings to made by no longer having to pay ever increasing electricity, heating and even car fuel bills are significant and become more and more significant with the passage of time.
100% self-sufficient in energy
With optimal design by our design team, you will get a system that will enable you to be self-sufficient in energy, so you will no longer be burdened by having to pay ever increasing energy bills.

-> Your complete energy demand met by your roof - we make it possible!

Optimally adapted to your needs
Each SolteQ energy storage system is designed to optimise your SolteQ energy roof and your needs. If required, the system can also be upgraded due to its modular construction. Long service life and reliability - these are the characteristics of the SolteQ system!

Increase of the debt serviceability by own use
The elimination of electricity and fuel bills is a major step towards the reduction in ongoing Household bills, which can be achieved quite simply by investing in the roof of your house. This investment not only serves to improve the value of your home but also saves you a significant amount of money over your lifetime, which provides quite a compelling justification when engaging with your bank in order to obtain finance for your new roof.

Sun is life,
Sun is energy,
Sun is SolteQ.

Why you should do that?
Because intelligent people use to do that!
SolteQ Energy Storage

For a self-sufficient energy supply, energy storage is necessary. For this purpose, the public network (where applicable) can also be used as a “storage” by the surplus energy fed into the grid during the day, and pulled out of the network at night. However, the cost ratio is not in favour of the consumer, because the feed-in tariff is much lower than the electricity price that you pay when you use the mains again. Storage of self-generated energy is much more useful and cheaper in the long term. With an optimally designed SolteQ energy storage system, you will have access to your own supply of electricity around the clock.

Save the power of the Sun ... with SolteQ

Performance data

1 or 3-phase operation
Whether your existing electric supply is single phase or three phase we can provide you with an appropriate battery storage solution.

Emergency power supply
The power supply of the house is safe and guaranteed without any interruptions, even if it comes to failures on the network side. Please ask, we will put together the right system for you.

Batteries
Standard are AGM or lead-gel batteries, or alternatively on request we can also provide lithium-ion battery storage options.

We recommend:
We recommend AGM batteries (lead-gel-based) with the following advantages:
- spill and explosion proof
- Favourable additional purchase after the lifetime (typically 7-10 years)

What many do not know:
It’s not the type of battery that is important when considering the life of a battery. It’s having a good charge management system that is critical to battery life. Good battery charge management ensures that the charge is as gentle as possible, and deep discharge is avoided. This can be achieved quite simply with our preferred AGM battery system. The equipment specified by SolteQ for our installations is always from well-established reputable manufacturers and are perfectly matched to your SolteQ energy system design and long service life. SolteQ promotes the energy transition. For each energy roof, SolteQ calculates a perfectly tailored power storage for your needs and your roof.

SolteQ promotes the energy transition.
For each energy roof, SolteQ calculates a perfectly tailored power storage for your needs and your roof.
KfW funding depends on many factors. With the simultaneous purchase of a SolteQ energy roof with 60m² active area, EVERY-ONE gets the SolteQ support for the SolteQ power storage.

Save the power of the Sun ... with SolteQ

New: Version 3.0 complete with a purpose built cabinet and high-quality glass front.
Energy storage by SolteQ

... so that the sun shines for you even at night
Components: Battery inverter, manufacturer SMA Sunny Island 6.0H / 8H, Kaco or equivalent
1x SMA Home Energy Manager (option)
Batteries: AGM lead / gel batteries, e.g. Panasonic, Sony, Varta etc.
Alternative: Li-ion batteries (LiFeYPO4), (Option for an extra charge)
Lifespan of batteries:
AGM batteries: at least 5,000 cycles with approx. 70% discharge
Lithium Ion Battery: at least 8,000 cycles with approx. 80% discharge

Note on batteries:
AGM batteries have the following advantages:
- they do not burn
- do not explode
- do not run out

The important thing with a storage solution is not necessarily the latest battery technology, but a good charge management. This achieves the same service life with AGM batteries as the LI battery.
The big advantage: The additional purchase after the life of about 7-10 years is relatively cheap with AGM batteries.

### Energy storage by SolteQ
... so that the sun shines for you even at night

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance classes</th>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Battery-type</th>
<th>Number Batteries</th>
<th>Ah per Battery</th>
<th>Max. Storage capacity / kWh</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
<th>Usable nominal storage capacity/ kWh, ca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQES-4.800</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>3,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-4.803</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>3,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-7.600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>7,6</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>7,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-7.603</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>7,6</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>7,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-9.600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9,6</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>7,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-9.603</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9,6</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>7,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-14.400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14,4</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>11,52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQES-14.403</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AGM/LI</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14,4</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>11,52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

higher capacities on request
Our flora and fauna is our most valuable asset.
SolteQ promotes ...

The „SolteQ old roof premium“
up to 3.000, - Euro for your old roof

„I recently covered my roof again, if I had known that before“
Do not worry, even for this case we have a good solution for you!
SolteQ writes 100% of the paid-EK cost of your existing roof tiles good (max.3.000, - Euro), when ordering a new, turnkey SolteQ energy roof from 100sqm active area. You can still keep the „old“ bricks and sell them privately.

Example: House with saddle roof, 60m² active area + 60m² passive area
- Clay shingles cost 20, - Euro / m², so 120 x 20, - = 2.400, - Euro
-> Customer gets 2.400, - € for the old clay shingles as a credit to his new SolteQ roof
- SolteQ takes over the dismantling of the old clay or concrete bricks free of charge (disposal container is provided by the customer)
- Free adaptation of the battens and occupancy with new SolteQ PV roof shingles

Conditions:
- roof age max. 5 years
- Applies only in connection with a purchase of a new SolteQ energy roof with at least 100m² active area and with installation
- premium max. 3,000, - Euro

Thus, you have no loss, at most, the lathing is corrected, and we take over for you. In the case of a new battens to be created at most these costs will apply to you, provided that the under-roof is perfectly functional and usable.
Battery Storage Promotion

- **Up to 80% storage support**
  beim Kauf einer gesamten SolteQ-Dacheindeckung für Ihr Haus ab 60m² aktiver Fläche.

- **FREE BATTERY STORAGE**
  when buying an entire SolteQ roof covering for your house from 100m² active + 100m² passive area.

---

**SolteQ supports kindergartens!**

**SolteQ in-house grants for kindergartens!**

SolteQ promotes safety in kindergartens with in-house subsidies of up to 20%.
Contact us.
More safety for our little ones!
100% rainproof and 100% waterproof with waterproof bottom foil and special seal

**The SolteQ energy roof is 100% rainproof**
Each of our Quad range of tiles has a patented special seal on the side with multiple sealing lips, which reliably prevents the ingress of water at these points. The PV tiles provide protection from the elements and mechanical protection to the building and its occupants. The only area that is open to the elements is the small rear ventilation opening at the lower round edge of the tile. Only in extreme stormy conditions is there a small possibility that water is pushed up through the vent. This also happens with a normal tile roof, and is even good for the roof, because some moisture is good for the battens. These small amounts are absorbed by the underlay.

**The SolteQ energy roof is also 100% waterproof**
With the inclusion of the recommended waterproof membrane the SolteQ Energy Roof the roof is guaranteed to be 100% waterproof. Alternatively, any conventional underlay or bituminous sheet may be used, to ensure the building remains watertight. Thus, the new energy roof is 100% waterproof.

We recommend the following waterproof membranes to be used in conjunction with our Energy Roof:
(or other manufacturers)

- **Delta-ALPINA**
  - breathable, tearproof universal roof foil
  - Highly tearproof, PES special fleece with top and bottom PU coating

- **Delta-EXXTREM**
  - Highly UV and temperature proof, breathable, universal roof foil
  - Highly tearproof, PES special fleece with waterproof dispersion coating and integrated gluing zones on both borders
Safety

SolteQ-BFA

The energy roof with factory built security and preventive fire protection

The SolteQ BFA safety system makes the energy roof safe.

Emergency fire (fire station)
+ Cleaning - Maintenance
+ Overtemperature protection
+ Automatic flood shutdown
+ Laminated safety glass

Emergency - Fire - Fireman
In an emergency, the fire brigade are able to take control of the situation in the knowledge that there are no residual high voltages present within the PV system. This safe state is guaranteed due to the SolteQ BFA safety shutdown system, a system that is included as standard with all SolteQ Energy Roofs. For more detailed information please refer to our "SolteQ-BFA" brochure.

Easy cleaning and extra yield
The built-in safety shutdown system (BFA), enables the PV system to be switched off and switched on again as and when required. The isolation ensures there are no live voltages present from the tiles to the inverter, rendering the system safe for cleaning or maintenance activities. The generated voltages of the PV system are completely eliminated at the push of a button. The system is activated again quite simply by the turn of a key. Keep yields at their peak - up to 30% more every year!

Arc detection
The BFA system ensures that all arcs produced by the PV system are extinguished automatically, which is of great benefit in an emergency situation, since even fire fighters are unable to extinguish an arc by normal means. Such an arc is the number one source of danger in photovoltaic systems. Arcs are not a problem to the SolteQ BFA.

Thermal protection:
Automatic switch-off when a predetermined temperature is exceeded. Because the SolteQ Energy Roof is an integral part of the building fabric our engineers do not leave anything that has the potential to compromise personal safety to chance. All our roofs include a temperature sensor that is used to permanently measure the roof temperature. In the event of the roof temperature exceeding a pre-defined temperature e.g. 90 °C (adjustable), the system is switched off immediately. At the same time, a fault message is generated to notify the house owner of the fault condition.

VSG - safety glass
The glass breaks into many, small splinters and does not shatter, the splinters stick to the tile. The entire PV tile is a composite, all components including glass are permanently glued together with high-quality materials and offer laminated safety glass properties.

Accessories
To further increase your safety, we offer a range of accessories, such as
- Smoke detectors
- Arc detectors
- Temperature sensors
- Remote shutdown by free mobile app
- Water sensor for flood protection
and much more.

We recommend that all houses with PV systems whether in-roof or on-roof should be fitted with smoke detectors as a precautionary measure. With the SolteQ range of Energy Roofs, the shut-off occurs immediately after the first smoke is detected.

For more detailed information on any of the above please request the "SolteQ-BFA" brochure or download it from our homepage, which also describes our range of accessories in more detail.

Perfect preventive fire protection + perfect safety shutdown
The SolteQ Energy Roof ... just perfect!
Optional Accessories for your Energy Roof

The mobile app
Turn on your SolteQ Energy Roof and up to 3 other devices easily with your smartphone and the free SolteQ app. In case of an emergency, the fire brigade can also simply switch off the system via SMS, even if you are away from the house. Just tell the local fire department the number of your system and you will have the highest level of fire security.

Lightning protection / surge arrester
To protect against over-voltages, we offer surge arresters that are specific to each object, both for the DC system and for the data lines.

Cutttable and walk-on tile elements
Walk-on tile elements are available that will be matched to the look of your chosen energy roof. The walkable and cuttable tile elements are made of sturdy 3mm thick, powder-coated aluminium, that can be used universally and adapted to a variety of roofing applications. Hooks for broom ladders, steps, snow guards, etc. are all easily incorporated into the roof design. By utilising these tile elements, dormer windows, chimneys etc can be incorporated perfectly into the roof design.

• Easy to cut, for adjustments to corners, chimney, window dormers etc.
• Roof steps, climbing steps
• Sanitary ventilation
• Roof adaptor for antenna and satellite dish etc.
• Roof adaptor for air conditioners
• Lifting points
• Snow guard system

Available as finished elements for easy installation

Edge covers for ridge and verge
The edge covers consist of powder or polyester-coated aluminium sheet profiles, which are made according to local requirements
Ventilation elements for exhaust air and supply air

Ready-to-use ventilation elements for all SolteQ Energy Roofs in the matching colour of your roof.

Short ventilator set DN 100
The ventilation set is mounted on the matching roof tile of your chose roof.
- Integrated condensate drainage
- Improved exhaust air values
- Installation parallel to the roof surface, optimised for use with installation ducting.
- Available in colour to match all SolteQ roof tiles.
- Optionally as a thermally insulated design for improved sound insulation properties.

Material:
- embrittlement-free, UV-insensitive special PVC

Pressure losses with air flow:
- 4 pa at 15 l / sec, 16 pa at 30 l / sec, 66 pa at 60 l / sec

Ventilation cross section (LQ):
- 78.5 cm²

Roof pitch:
- adjustable

General resistance:
- rot-proof, weather-, frost- and aging-resistant

Temperature resistance:
- -20 °C / + 80 °C

Building material class B2

Datasheets and installation instructions can be downloaded at http://www.kloeber.de
Universal feedthrough, e.g. for air conditioning hoses

Passage for satellite dish mast
Tilt adjustable

Treads
For mounting on aluminium tiles
System Certificate
For every Energy Roof purchased we create a system passport for the system which includes plant data, yield forecasts and uvm measurements. The certificate also records information relating to the commissioning and acceptance of the installed equipment in accordance with relevant local standards. On request, additional TPS system certification can be provided.

TPS – Technical Testing Centre for solar technology.

Shielding
PV-Roof-Tiles are available with a protective mesh laminated on the back which provides shielding against electromagnetic fields.

Monitoring
Monitoring is available with your mobile phone or PC. Anytime and anywhere, you can recall the data from your roof (or solar-panelsystem).

Use your smartphone as Remote Control

Switch with your smartphone easily:
- Garden watering
- Garden illumination
- Garden gate
- Alarm system etc...
Shielding against HF and E-field with up to 99,999%

Novel EMC and HF shielding fabrics are made from patented high-tech fibers. They offer extremely high shielding performance over a wide frequency range.

Each active SolteQ solar roof tile can be optionally ordered with integrated shielding. Only the highest quality shielding braids are used. These high-quality shields are u.a. also used in the military and medical sector. With a high-quality EMC shielding you are well prepared against any kind of electromagnetic radiation.

**EMC tissue**

**Damping 20dB**

Air permeable, rot-proof, frost-resistant, stable and breathable

Can be easily laid in directly the roof under SolteQ shingles.

The effect is like a Faraday cage.

**EMC and HF shielding fabric Ultra Shield**

**Damping 70dB**

Air permeable, rot-proof, frost-resistant, stable and breathable

Non-oxidizing, stainless, tear-resistant

Excellent surface conductivity

EMC and HF Shielding Fabric Ultra Shield is made from patented high-tech fiber.

Ultra Shield provides additional shielding against general electrosmog, especially in the mid-GHz range, e.g. Mobile, microwave, flight radar, military stations etc.

Made in Germany:

All shields are developed in Germany and manufactured individually for us. This guarantees the highest quality standards and reliability.
High attenuation factor of 65dB at 1MHz, 70dB at 1 GHz and 46dB at 10GHz (tested to ASTM D 4935-10)

Material thickness: 0.085mm  
Mesh size / inch: 200  
Weight: approx. 34g / m²  
Material: high performance copper / nickel / polyester compound

These high-quality shields are u.a. also used in the military and medical sector.

Genuine metal braid  
The EMC fabric is laminated firmly into the solar shingle during production.
A happy family

• A SolteQ Energy Roof
• No electricity costs
• No household heating costs
• No domestic hot water heating costs
• No fuel costs for their e-car
• + Income per month
Let us advise you, and if you are happy with what you here then you can order your personal building energy plan.

We're here to help!
Über uns


SolteQ Group Companies

Deutschland / Zentrale / Headquarter:
SolteQ Europe GmbH
Willesch 6, D-49779 Oberlangen
Tel: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48-0
Fax: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 29
email: Allgemein: info@solteq.eu
Vertrieb: vertrieb@solteq.eu
Service: service@solteq.eu

Solardach-Beratungs-Hotline:
05933 - 92 48-101

Vertriebsleitung D
Tel: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48-101
email: vertrieb@solteq.eu

Frankreich / France:
SolteQ Energy France SAS
CEO: Dipl.-Ing. Berkay Bayer
email: info@solteq.eu
www.SolteQ.fr

Niederlande / Netherland:
SolteQ Energy B.V.
Ir. Herre Rost van Tonningen
Agora 4, 8934CJ, Leeuwarden / Netherland
Tel: +31 (0) 653 234 443
Fax: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 29
email: info@solteq-energy.com

Österreich / Austria:
SolteQ Vertriebsbüro Linz
Guido Esterer
Tel+Fax: +43 (0) 7227 40 443
Mobil: +43 (0) 664 512 17 12
email: g.esterer@solteq.at

United Kingdom:
SolteQ UK Ltd.
Phil Willman
Reg Office, 14A Main Street,
Cockermouth, Cumbria.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 689 4194
Tel: +44 (0) 1900 822188
email: info@solteq.uk
Web: www.SOLTEQ.uk
www.TheSolarroof.uk

South Africa:
SolteQ SA Ltd.
Phil Willman
Mossel Bay,
South Africa.
Tel: +27(0)7396 96265
Tel: +44(0)1900 822188
email: info@solteq.co.za
Web: www.solteq.co.za

Norway:
SolteQ Norge Ltd.
Kåre Ovesen (CEO)
Rajesh S Kempegowda
Executive Director
Horneberg veg 7 A,
Trondheim-7038
Phone: +4748346125
email: sales@solteq.no

Columbia / Karibik:
SolteQ Energy Columbia SAS
Ir Herre Rost van Tonningen
MSC Diana Palacios
Bogotá D.C., Colombia
Tel: +57 – 300 560 23 55
Fax: +31 (0) 653 234 443
email: info@solteq-energy.com
Web: www.solteq-energy.com
www.FreshWaterMill.com

Sales Russland / Russia:
Sales Ukraine:
Sales Manager: Irina Galagan
Tel: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 101
Fax: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 29
email: info@solteq.eu

Polen / Poland:
Artur Jarych
Tel: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 101
Fax: +49 (0)5933 - 92 48 29
email: a.jarych@solteq.eu
SolteQ offices

Sales Points:

CA Canada
   Montreal

Ukr Ukraine
   Kiew

BB Barbados
   St. Michael

FG French Guiana
   MACOURIA

SolteQ-Niederlassungen:
SolteQ registered offices:

Headquarter
SolteQ Europe GmbH
Oberlangen

FR SolteQ Energy France SAS
Strasbourg
   -english speaking North Africa / Mahgreb -
   -French Guiana-

NL SolteQ Energy BV
Leeuwarden

A SolteQ Austria (Ltd.)
   Wien

GB SolteQ UK Ltd.
   Cockermouth, Cumbria.

COL SolteQ Colombia Ltd.
   Bogota

SA SolteQ Africa Ltd.
   Capetown
   -english speaking South Africa -

IOM SolteQ IOM Ltd.
   Isle of Man

NO SolteQ Norge Ltd.
   Oslo
Are you still looking for paradise?
We have already found it: The most beautiful planet in the universe!
SERVICE • QUALITY • COMPETENCE
FROM GERMANY
Quality from GERMANY
We have to protect them!

... from us.
LIONS HAVE GONE FROM 450,000 TO AS FEW AS 20,000 IN JUST 50 YEARS
**SolteQ Beekeeping**

Our beautiful little elves: The honey bees.

Meanwhile, we have learned that without our bees, the entire ecological world collapses. No dusting, no fruit, no more plants. That’s why we have to do something! On its own lands and meadows SolteQ operates its own beekeeping and breeding. Our industrious bees are cared for, nurtured by professional beekeepers throughout the year. Farmland has been transformed into natural flower meadows. The whole thing is financed by the charitable donation organization of the founding family of SolteQ, the "One-Euro-Donations Organization". Our diligent elves collect a lot of honey in tireless work. This is how in-house honey from regional production is produced and sold. The proceeds go back 100% to the organization, which in turn supports our bee colonies and other environmental projects.
Your contribution to the environment:

With each SolteQ solar roof becomes one planted fruit tree

This will be

a) a tree planted for the environment

b) created habitat and food for our bees
Why do we do it all?

Because we enjoy doing good!
SolteQ
Your Energydesigner

The energy source of the future: your roof.
Clean and free energy for electricity and heating

With quality guarantee!